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ABSTRACT

For many decades, degradation of concrete by freezing actions has been a
primary interest of research for civil engineers. Past studies mostly relied on expensive
and time-consuming experimental or semi-empirical investigations to identify the source
of damage that is attributable to substandard aggregates, inadequate entrained air
content, highly porous mortar or cement matrix, and use of deicing salts. Theoretical
works developed in recent years do not incorporate all these factors in one single model.
Very recently, concrete has gained widespread popularity as a cheap alternative to
traditional material utilized for containing liquefied natural gas (LNG). Most studies
documenting concrete behavior at cryogenic temperatures are obscure. Therefore,
poroelastic theory, capable of incorporating aggregate and mortar properties, pore
solution characteristics, air void spacing, and environmental exposure has been utilized
to model damage triggering stresses and strain in concrete used for two purposes: 1)
concrete pavement exposed to freezing and thawing cycles, and 2) concrete walled tanks
containing LNG. The solid-liquid phase transformation equilibrium has been
redeveloped to demonstrate the effect of pore solution speciation and disjoining pressure
on the deformation of freezing concrete.
The modeled trends are in good agreement with experimental results obtained
from literature. It has been found that the damage initiating tensile stresses, exhibited at
the aggregate-matrix boundary for both the air-entrained and non-air-entrained concrete,
can be exacerbated by the Mandel-Cryer effect induced by the delayed relaxation of the
ii

pore pressure from the aggregate center. The model suggests that high-porosity, lowpermeability aggregates are the most vulnerable to D-cracking. Concrete with lowporosity, low-permeability mortar matrix, typical of mortar containing supplementary
cementitious materials and/or low water to cement ratio, can withstand freezing
deformation even with a spacing factor larger than the recommended value. In addition,
thermodynamic analysis shows that the disjoining force favors crystal growth, while the
dissolved ions suppress the freezing point but are still capable of building high hydraulic
pressure in the pore network. We believe that implementation of these models will help
practitioners select appropriate combinations and proportions of concrete mixture
constituents to build safe, economic, and durable concrete structures.
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American Society for Testing and Material

---
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---
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Supplementary cementitious material

---
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Coefficient of thermal expansion

---
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Liquefied natural gas

---

ITZ

Interfacial transition zone

---

FHWA

Federal Highway Administration

---

Superscript i

Individual species

---

Superscript L

Mixture of liquid or solution

---

Superscript C

Mixture of crystal

---

Superscript G

Mixture of gas

---

Superscript L- H 2 O Liquid water in the solution mixture

---

Superscript L -i
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---

Superscript L - S

Solute in the solution mixture

---

Symbol

Superscript C - H 2O Liquid water in the crystal mixture

---

Superscript C - i

Individual species in the crystal mixture

---

Superscript a
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--vii

Superscript p

Cement matrix or mortar

---

Superscript J

Phase ( L , C , or G ) present in the pore space

---

Superscript d

Disjoining pressure

---

Superscript p - L

Pore liquid in the cement or mortar matrix

---

Superscript a - L

Pore liquid in the aggregate

---

Subscript app

Applied stress/temperature/pressure

---

Subscript atm

Atmospheric temperature/pressure

---

S

Current molar entropy

J/mol/K

S0

Molar entropy at the reference state

J/mol/K

S 0*

Molar entropy of the pure component at the reference

J/mol/K

m

Molar chemical potential

J/mol

q

Current temperature

K or C

qm

Melting temperature or reference temperature

K or C

 m 

Change in temperature measures with respect to the melting
temperature

K or C

V

Current molar volume

m3 /mol

V0

Molar volume at the reference state

m3 /mol

V0C-n

Net molar volume of the ice crystal

m3 /mol

DS

Change in molar entropy due to fusion

J/mol/K
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x

Molar fraction of the dissolved species in the liquid mixture

mol/mol
N

Molar fraction

mol/mol

Ni

Current number of moles of species i

mol

N

Total number of moles of the mixture

mol

b

Stoichiometric coefficient related to the reaction of crystallization
--n

B = å bi

Summation of stoichiometric coefficients other than H2O

i =1

---

a

Activity

---

Ti

partial Cauchy stress tensor of species I

MPa

T

Total Cauchy stress tensor

MPa

e

Infinitesimal strain tensor

m/m

Î

Current infinitesimal volumetric strain

m/m

s

Deviatoric stress tensor

MPa

e

Current infinitesimal deviatoric strain tensor

m/m

s

Mean stress

MPa

s0

Mean stress at the reference state

MPa

sr

Principal stress in the radial direction

MPa

st

Principal stress in the tangential direction

MPa
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s x, y, z

Principal stresses in the x, y, and z directions

MPa

er

Radial strain

m/m

et

Tangential strain

m/m

ekk

bulk strain

m/m

f

Free strain

m/m

p

Pressure

MPa

p0

Pressure at the reference state

MPa

a

Linear coefficient of thermal expansion

 C-1

K

Bulk modulus

MPa

G

Shear modulus

MPa

Ks

Bulk modulus of the solid skeleton

MPa

Gs

Shear modulus of the solid skeleton

MPa

Sm

Melting entropy

MPa/°C

r

Density

kg/m3



Poisson’s ratio

---



Thermal diffusivity

m2 / s



Thermal conductivity

W/m/K

Cp

Specific heat capacity

J/kg/K

k

Intrinsic permeability

m2



Viscosity

Pa s
x

mw

Total mass of water currently present in all forms (both liquid and
solid)

kg

R

Ideal gas constant

J/mol/K



Current porosity of the porous material

---

0

Porosity of the porous material at the reference state

---

b

Biot’s coefficient

---

M

Biot’s Modulus

MPa

S

Degree of saturation

---



Coefficient related to the thermal expansion of the pore space

 C-1

Ri

Radius of the spherical aggregate core

m

Ro

Outer radius of the mortar shell

m

L

Air void spacing

m

u

Deformation

m

r

Radial distance

m

t

Time

s

C

Integration constant

---

m

Shape factor relating the pore size distribution

---

R*

Pore radius related to the characteristic cooling

μm

gC L

water/ice interfacial energy

J/m2

xi

L (S L )

Reduction factor accounting for the change in effective pore
volume due to the change in liquid saturation

---

hr

Relative humidity

%

rG L

Current circumferentially averaged radius of curvature of the gasliquid interface

m

GL

Surface energy of the gas-liquid interface

J/m2

d

Thickness of the thin layer of the unfrozen pore solution between
o

the crystal and the pore wall

A or nm

F

Overall Helmholtz free energy

J

Fsk

Helmholtz free energy of the skeleton

J

 sk

Entropy of the skeleton

MPa/°C
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1

INTRODUCTION

In cold climate regions, the most prevalent form of pavement distress is exhibited
due to the cyclic freezing and thawing of saturated concrete. For this reason, concrete
frost damage is still the focus of immense research despite the fact that abundant
laboratory and field observations and theoretical investigations are present on the
subject. Due to the complex pore size distribution and composite nature, as water freezes
in concrete and ice progressively invades smaller pores with decreasing temperature,
multiple deformation mechanisms take place: high pore pressure builds up due to the
difference of density between the liquid water and ice; unfrozen water is expelled from
the frozen pores to the nearest low pressure boundary to relieve the excess pressure;
crystallization pressure develops due to the interfacial energy effects between different
phases; supercooled water from small pores are drawn to the ice crystals in big pores by
cryogenic suction; and aggregate, cement paste, ice crystals, as well as the supercooled
liquid water contract or expand with different coefficients of thermal expansion [1]. The
problem becomes even more complicated when the pore network is saturated with salt
solution instead of pure water. Therefore, depending on the constituent materials, pore
characteristics, composition of the pore solution, degree of saturation, and the
environmental exposure, degradation of concrete by freeze-thaw actions can manifest in
several forms; among these D-cracking, popouts, surface cracking, and scaling are the
most common signs of frost deterioration.
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1.1

Problem
P
stattement

Concrete pavementts in Texas and
a other stattes have a seevere problem with
exp
pansive aggrregate induceed damage, and require extensive reehabilitation within 10
yeaars of servicee. As reporteed in severall research prrojects, expaansion of agggregates is
often associated with freezze-thaw cyclees resulting iin D-crackinng and popouuts [1–3].
Wh
hile much reesearch [4–7]] has already
y been perforrmed studyinng freeze-thhaw related
dam
mage in conccrete, the ressearch has prrimarily focuused on emppirical or sem
mi-empiricall
exp
perimental in
nvestigations of mechan
nisms and/or effects on sttructural cappacity. Thesee
exp
periments arre expensive,, time consu
uming, and ddifficult to m
maintain. Furtthermore, paast
theeoretical stud
dies involvin
ng freezing concrete
c
werre particularlly aimed to uunderstand oor
exp
plain mechan
nisms of frost action in concrete
c
or ccement pastee [8–17]. Litttle work hass
beeen done to in
nvestigate th
he role of meechanics andd constitutivee properties oof concrete
phaases in the fo
ormation and
d growth of damage in cconcrete due to freezing of aggregatees.
The limited knowledge relaated to the understanding
u
g and modelling of concrrete responsees
und
der freezing and thawing
g cycles led to several isssues and chaallenges.
1.1.1

Ovverly simplisstic design

Entrain
ning air bubb
bles has been
n universallyy recognizedd as effectivee and reliablee
dam
mage mitigaation means against
a
freezze-thaw cyclles [2-7]. Forr a protectivve air-void
sysstem, a maxiimum spacin
ng factor of 0.2
0 mm (0.0008 in) and a minimum sppecific surfaace
areea of 25 mm2/mm3 (600 in
i 2/in3) are suggested
s
byy ASTM C 4457. To attainn these values
in the
t field for fresh concreete, a minimu
um air conteent of 3% byy volume of concrete is
speecified for alll concrete (iincluding hig
gh strength/hhigh perform
mance concreete) by ACI
2

201.2R based on the maximum size of the coarse aggregate. As high mortar fraction is
required to coat small aggregates, high air content is prescribed for small aggregates.
These threshold values were established based on the historical works of Powers [2-4, 8]
and Klieger [9, 10] performed in the 1950s.
Since then, development of new materials has widened the choice for concrete
constituents to a great extent and introduced different types of cement, supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs), synthetic aggregates, and a variety of synthetic airentraining and other chemical admixtures. Consequently, a diverse variety of hardened
concrete characteristics is possible, which directly influences the frost damage
susceptibility of the concrete pavement. For instance, pore characteristics of both the
aggregate and mortar play significant role in the freezing deformation of concrete whose
pore network is completely filled with water [11-17]. Low concrete durability can be
attributed to the high-porosity, low-permeability aggregates with fine pore structure that
cause high internal pressure due to delayed relaxation of excess pore water [11-13]. Big
aggregates further exacerbate the problem by increasing the distance that the expelled
water has to travel from the frozen capillary pores to the escape boundary (i.e. the air
void surface) [14, 17]. Importance of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the
various phases present in concrete is significant since high differences between the CTEs
of the different constituents can develop high internal stresses by causing high
differential strain [18-20]. Furthermore, deterioration due to freezing deformation is
vastly dependent on the freezing environment to which the concrete pavement is
exposed [7, 21]. Regardless of these facts, the frost resistance of concrete is commonly
3

evaluated using the air void parameters alone and does not include the effect of material
properties and environmental exposure in specifying freeze-thaw durability of a certain
concrete mixture design.
1.1.2 Inability to predict freezing deformation due to pore solution speciation

Every year millions of tons of deicing salts are used worldwide to provide safe
highways as the deicers suppress the freezing point by several degrees and melt the ice
on the pavement surface. Naturally, one would expect that since deicers can suppress the
pore water freezing, it would at least delay the progression of frost damage. However,
the contrary is observed where more expansion and damage are reported for concrete
specimens saturated with high concentration of NaCl solution than specimens filled with
pure water [22]. Furthermore, these salts can pose severe threat to the concrete structures
[13, 20, 23-27]. Foreign species when dissolved in water can transport to the concrete
interior and react with the cement paste, aggregate, and rebar and form harmful and
expansive compounds. Therefore, the existing theory needs to be modified to account for
the presence of dissolved salts and its subsequent effect on the liquid saturation to
accurately predict concrete deformation at subzero temperatures.
1.1.3 Erroneous modeling due to the omission of disjoining pressure

When a spherical crystal nucleates in a pore network, it grows in all directions
until it approaches the surface of the pore wall. The crystal-pore wall interfacial energy
is so high that it is always favorable to sustain crystal-liquid and liquid-pore wall
interfaces in opposition to the direct contact between the crystal and pore wall.
Consequently, a thin liquid film fills up the gap between the pore wall and the crystal.
4

Across this liquid film, a repulsive force, namely disjoining pressure, remains active that
allows the crystal to grow and continuously push the pore wall [15, 28]. Due to this
repulsive force, the liquid film exhibits higher pressure than the bulk liquid a distance
away from the liquid-crystal interface. Mechanical equilibrium would require this extra
pore pressure to be alleviated by expelling liquid from the high-pressure zone to a region
where pressure is low. However, properties of liquid constrained between two solid
surfaces change drastically: the liquid molecules become more ordered, the liquid
progressively behaves more solid-like than liquid-like, and the mobility of the film
reduces by multiple orders [29-33]. The Newtonian viscosity concept no longer holds
true for such thin film as the liquid can resist shear stress. The classical liquid-crystal
thermodynamic equation, well known as Thomson’s equation, assumes that spherical
stress state prevails in both the liquid and the crystal, and thus neglects the elastic energy
term associated with the shear stresses introduced by the confinement. Applicability of
the Thomson’s equation to porous materials thus becomes questionable, especially at
low temperatures (e.g. concrete tanks utilized for LNG storage) where the only liquid is
found wrapping around the crystals, a few nanometers thick to prevent dry contact with
the pore wall.
1.1.4 Inability to utilize concrete for primary containment of LNG

Concrete, because of its enhanced mechanical properties under cryogenic
temperatures, as well as its economy, availability, casting simplicity and robustness has
also gained widespread popularity as a suitable construction material for large scale
storage tanks of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Much of the previous research
5

inv
vestigating th
he cryogenicc behavior off concrete w
was publishedd in the 19600s and 1970ss
wh
hich is out off print, and th
hus no longeer readily ac cessible. Mooreover, the available
kno
owledge lack
ks importantt information
n regarding tthe concretee properties uunder
cry
yogenic temp
peratures (i.ee., temperatu
ures  160°°C ) that is eessential to ddesign
con
ncrete walled
d primary co
ontainment tank.
Thermaal deformatio
on of concreete is of criticcal importannce while designing LNG
G
tan
nks because of
o the large temperature
t
change thatt the various componentss of the
stru
ucture go thrrough while being cooled down to crryogenic tem
mperature froom room
tem
mperature. Siignificant differences beetween therm
mal deformattion of concrrete and thatt of
thee other memb
bers may dam
mage the strructure by deeveloping hiigh internal sstresses. In
add
dition, therm
mal deformattion of saturaated concretee can be subbstantially innfluenced by
thee rate of coolling. Hence, in order to safely
s
utilizee concrete foor primary coontainment oof
LN
NG, it is cruccial to be able to accurateely predict cconcrete CTE
E, and fully uunderstand tthe
role of moisturre content an
nd effect of cooling
c
rate oon the therm
mal deformattion as the
maaterial is cooled from roo
om temperatu
ure to cryoggenic temperrature.
1.2

Researrch scope an
nd objectivees

[ 35] has been used suuccessfully tto analyze cooncrete and
Poroelaastic theory [34,
cem
ment paste characteristiccs [36-40], an
nd model beehavior of ceement paste eexposed to
freezing tempeeratures [1, 41-43],
4
but has
h not been applied to thhe problem oof freezing
agg
gregates with
hin concretee. Thus, the focus
f
of this research is tto elucidate the freezethaaw damage mechanisms
m
in concrete due to substtandard aggrregates in ordder to
theeoretically vaalidate and mechanistica
m
ally explain eexperimentaal findings inn the literaturre.
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A simplified poromechanical model is used to predict the destructive tensile stress
created in the aggregate and/or cement paste or mortar matrix associated with the
freezing process. This model is developed with the intention to help practitioners select
appropriate materials (e.g. aggregate type, size, w/c ratio, supplementary cementitious
materials) for concrete pavements with minimal D-cracking and pop-out damage. The
theory presented in this work identifies the causes of freeze-thaw damages, and does not
explain damage mechanism evolving with successive freeze-thaw cycles.
We also intend to leverage the aforementioned poroelastic model of composite
concrete to predict the optimum air void system specific to a concrete mixture design
used for pavement construction without compromising the strength and permeability
significantly. Significance of the concrete constituent properties and environmental
exposure on the crack initiating tensile stresses and the efficiency of the air void system
parameter (precisely the spacing factor) are studied to determine the role of air voids on
the damage susceptibility of concrete exposed to freezing temperatures.
And finally, to demonstrate the effect of pore solution speciation and disjoining
pressure on the liquid-solid phase transition, we have derived the solid-liquid
thermodynamic equation within the framework of mixture theory adopted by Grasley
and Rajagopal [44]. Poroelasticity is then utilized to determine deformation of porous
materials saturated with salt solution and exposed to freezing temperatures. This study,
however, does no account for the supersaturation of solutes upon the removal of solvent
from the pore solution as ice deposits.
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In addition, this study aims to utilize poroelasticity to predict freezing strain of
saturated cryogenic concrete and demonstrate the effect of cooling rate and the
subsequent temperature gradient on the deformation of the primary containment concrete
wall. The unsaturated freezing theory is then presented to include gas as a third phase (in
addition to liquid and crystal) to model stress and deformation of partially saturated
freezing concrete to validate the role of moisture content found in the literature. The
proposed model is believed to help engineer concrete mixture design for successful
construction of concrete walled LNG tanks along with the choice of optimum cooling
rate and moisture content. Again, only deformation caused by the cryogenic cooling
(loading) will be considered in this study. Effect of thawing (unloading) and multiple
freeze-thaw cycles and the resulting fatigue damage is not considered.
The primary objectives of this research are summarized in Table 1.
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1 Summary
y of research
h objectivess and researrch need
Table 1.
Researrch need

Reseearch objecttive
 Derive a
thermoporom
mechanical
model

 to
o predict desttructive tenssile stresses ccaused by
su
ubstandard aaggregates
 to
o demonstratte the effect oof air void sppacing on
tensile stressees and deform
mation of cooncrete
 to
o determine tthermal expaansion of cryyogenic
co
oncrete
 to
o investigate effect of coooling rate annd
moisture
m
conttent on concrrete deformaation and
strresses underr cryogenic ttemperaturess

 Investigate the
t role of
constitutive properties of
o
concrete phaases in the
formation off damage viaa
computer sim
mulations
implementin
ng the deriveed
model

 to
o identify D-ccracking sussceptible agggregates
an
nd mixture ddesign
 to
o study optim
mum air voidd spacing forr a certain
co
oncrete mixtu
ture design
 to
o obtain conccrete mixturee design withh the least
vu
ulnerability tto destructivve stresses unnder
crryogenic tem
mperatures

 Use the deveeloped modeel to
evaluate con
ncrete
compatibilitty for the
construction
n of LNG tan
nks
 Improve thee existing theeory,
i.e. incorporrate the effecct of
pore solution
n speciation
n and
liquid confin
nement in th
he
deformation
n of freezing
concrete
 Provide a gu
uideline on the
t
concrete mix
xture design
n

 to
o explore suittability of cooncrete for ddifferent
co
omponents (ee.g. floor, w
walls withoutt liner) of
LN
NG tanks
 to
o evaluate thee shift in porre freezing ddue to the
prresence of diissolved ionss and disjoinning
prressure
 to
o examine thee subsequennt change in tthermal
deeformation oof frozen conncrete
 to
o design duraable concretee pavement
 to
o construct saafe and econnomic concreete walled
LN
NG tanks
1.3

Research ou
utline

The ressearch tasks performed
p
to
o attain the aaforementionned objectivves, that
eveentually furn
nished this diissertation, are
a organizedd into the foollowing secttions:
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Section 1 briefly introduces the problem followed by an itemized list of
objectives and dissertation outline.
A concise review of the existing literature related to the problem is depicted in
section 2. Existing experimental findings on aggregate properties accountable for frost
deterioration are compiled in section 2.1. The present specifications for the air void
system established by the code writing bodies and the recent work studying the influence
of air void parameters on modern concrete are presented in section 2.2. Current practice
regarding the use of concrete as the primary material for the construction of LNG tanks
is recapitulated in section 2.3.
Section 3 proposes a general scheme for modeling pore pressure, stress, strain,
and temperature fields exhibited by porous material exposed to freezing temperatures.
The solid-liquid thermodynamic equilibrium equation has been extended in this section
to assimilate the effect of pore solution speciation and liquid confinement on the
deformation of freezing porous media.
Section 4 employs the theory introduced in section 3 to mechanistically identify
deleterious aggregate properties that may degrade concrete durability under frost actions.
Section 5 extends the same model to optimize the air void spacing requirement for
specific concrete mixture design exposed to certain environmental conditions. These
results are then verified by the experimental findings recounted in section 2.
Section 6 extends the theory of thermoporoelasticity to simulate the deformation
of concrete subjected to cryogenic temperatures. Effect of cooling rate and moisture
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content is also studied in this section to provide suggestions for the safe and durable
construction of concrete walled LNG tanks.
A simple solution of NaCl is adopted to demonstrate the effect of pore solution
speciation on the depression of freezing point and the subsequent changes on the
deformation of the porous material in section 7. Influence of the disjoining pressure on
the solid-liquid phase transition and the deformation of the porous media is also
investigated in this section.
Finally, section 8 concludes this dissertation with the most important findings
derived from sections 3 to 7. Some recommendations for practitioner to help them select
appropriate concrete mixture constituents and proportions to build safe and durable
concrete structures are also provided in this section.
A flowchart summarizing the aforestated objectives and the research layout is
displayed in Figure 1.
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Section 1
Introduction, problem
statement, and
objectives

Task 1
Review existing
literature

Section 2
Background
information

Review literature on
current design
practice and
experimental findings
I
n
p
u
t

Section 3
Identifying D-cracking
susceptible
aggregates
Task 2
Develop
thermoporomechanica
l model

Section 4
Determining optimum
air void spacing for
concrete

Validate

Predict
destructive
tensile
stress

Predict
thermal
expansion

Investigate
effect of cooling
rate and
moisture
content

Determine
shift in
pore
freezing

Predict
thermal
expansion

Compare with
literature data

Section 5
Modeling concrete
CTE under cryogenic
temperatures

Task 3
Improve existing
theory

Section 6
Predicting influence
of pore solution
speciation and liquid
confinement on frost
deformation

Task 4
Provide guidelines for
engineering practice

Section 7
Conclusions

Figure 1. Flowchart for the performed research tasks.
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Compare with
literature data

2

BACKGR
ROUND INF
FORMATIO
ON

he past yearss, numerous research proojects regardding concrete deterioration
Over th
by freezing and
d thawing acctions were performed
p
[33–5,7,25]. M
Most of thesee projects
incclude experim
mental invesstigation prov
viding amplle data whichh is readily uutilized in thhis
wo
ork to validatte the propossed model. A review of tthe influencee of aggregaate properties
on concrete fro
ost damage iss presented in
i section 2. 1. Current ppractice regarrding the usee
a voids on mitigating frost
f
damagee is summariized in sectioon 2.2. Existting literaturre
of air
asssociated with
h the compossite concretee cryogenic ttanks [18,266–29] is also surveyed too
ado
opt appropriate boundary
y conditions for the moddel pertainingg to the conccrete walledd
LN
NG tanks. Section 2.3 briiefly reviewss the currentt practice rellated to the uuse of concreete
as a primary material
m
for th
he constructiion of LNG ttanks.
2.1

Effect of aggregates
a
oon frost dam
mage

D-crack
king, caused
d by freezing
g and thawingg of water saaturated conncrete,
typ
pically appeaars as a seriees of closely spaced, cresscent-shapedd cracks alonng joints in
con
ncrete slabs. This type of damage is a progressivve structural deteriorationn of the
con
ncrete that has been linked to certain
n types of suusceptible coarse aggregaates [45]. D-craacking occurrs parallel an
nd adjacent to
o longitudinnal and transvverse joints, intermediatte
craacks, and thee free edges of
o pavementt slabs wheree concrete iss exposed to wet and dryy
cyccles at both the
t top surfaace and sidess of slabs. Acccording to S
Stark [14], aaggregates thhat
hav
ve potential to cause D-ccracking are also suscepttible to popoout. A popouut is a conicaal
dep
pression creaated on the surface
s
of thee concrete leeaving a fraggment of thee fractured
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aggregate particle at the bottom of the cavity with the other part sticking to the apex of
the popout cone.
Various studies have established that the pore characteristics of aggregates
significantly influences the frost resistance of concrete [11, 14, 45]. According to
Verbeck and Landgren, low-porosity and low permeability aggregates, typical of
quartzites, marbles, and traprocks are strong enough to withstand freezing distress.
However, high-porosity but low-permeability aggregates, typical of cherts with a fine
pore structure, can exhibit failure due to high internal pressures within the aggregates
[11]. In the same study, it was estimated that peak pore pressure generated in lowpermeability chert may be 100 times greater than for the high-permeability dolomite.
Later, Kaneuji established a correlation between the pore structure of aggregates and
concrete freeze-thaw durability, and attributed low aggregate durability to high pore
volume and smaller median pore diameter [12]. It was noted in the study, however, that
aggregate pores with radii less than 4.5 nm did not appear to contribute to freeze-thaw
durability problems. Mehta and Monteiro associated D-cracking with coarse aggregates
that contain high pore volume in the narrow pore size range (0.1 to 1 μm) [13]. Scherer
also suggested that crystallization stress is lower for larger pores and lower crystal-pore
wall contact angles [15]. However, as stated by Verbeck and Landgren, the highporosity, high-permeability aggregates with coarse pore structure – if covered by mortar
– can cause failure due to the high external pressure built up in the matrix [11].
Examples of such aggregates are limestones, dolomites, and sandstones. In this case,
failure depends on the rate of temperature drop and the distance water must travel to find
14

an escape boun
ndary [11]. Several
S
studiies suggest thhat reducingg the maximuum size of D
Dcraacking suscep
ptible aggreg
gate particlees improves tthe freeze-thhaw durabilitty of concrete
and
d slows dow
wn the rate off developmen
nt of D-craccking [14, 177, 45, 46]. Reesearch by
Veerbeck and Landgren
L
ind
dicates that ag
ggregates w
with higher peermeability ccan include
larg
ger sizes witthout inducin
ng freeze-thaaw damage [11]. Thereffore, smallerr size
agg
gregates with
h low porosiity and high permeabilityy perform beetter than thee larger oness
witth respect to resistance to
o D-cracking
g.
orted by Alex
xander and Mindess
M
[188], the imporrtance of agggregate
As repo
coeefficient of th
hermal expaansion (CTE) to the perfo
formance of cconcrete undder thermal
cyccling is twoffold: first, it influences th
he CTE of thhe concrete aand hence thhermal
mo
ovements in structures; and
a second, it
i may contriibute to the ddevelopmennt of internal
streesses if theree are large diifferences beetween the C
CTEs of the various consstituents.
Callan stated th
hat the durab
bility of the concrete
c
maay be low whhere the diffeerence
bettween the CT
TEs of coarsse aggregate and cementt paste is largge, and the m
maximum
streess in that caase occurs att the aggregaate-matrix innterfacial bouundary [19].. Therefore, it
is suggested
s
that the differeence between CTEs of ccoarse aggreggate and mattrix in whichh
theey are embed
dded should not exceed about
a
5.4  1 0 6 C 1 [19]].
2.2

Ro
ole of air vo
oids in mitiggating frost damage

Depend
dence of the air content requirement
r
on the aggreegate size, as presented iin
AC
CI 201.2R, iss solely due to
t the fact th
hat high morrtar content iis required fo
for small
agg
gregates to maintain
m
the same workaability as thee big aggregaates. Conseqquently, highh
air content is reequired to prrotect the thiick mortar coover aroundd the small agggregates.
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Since air void cannot be inserted into aggregates, the functionality of the air void is
entirely restricted to the cement paste or mortar volume fraction. With this limitation in
mind, the original theoretical air void spacing requirement was developed based on the
assumption that only the cement paste becomes completely saturated, and concrete as a
whole never becomes wet [2]. This hypothesis led to a very simplistic case where
aggregates never reach full saturation. However, there has been evidence that the
average capillary pores in aggregates are much larger than the hardened cement paste
and ice propagates faster in saturated aggregates than the latter [13, 47]. As a
consequence, supercooled water from the frozen capillaries in aggregates is expelled to
the nearest paste matrix. If this expelled water is not properly accommodated, significant
frost damage can be done depending on the cooling rate, saturation degree, and pore
characteristics of aggregates [11, 47]. Since aggregates constitute around 60 to 80% of
the total concrete volume, a significant portion of the concrete thus remains unprotected
even with the specified air content.
Entrained air bubbles relax the excess pore pressure by accommodating the
expelled water from the frozen capillaries and freezing it instantly [41, 42, 47]. As a
result air-entrained cement matrix contracts more than the aggregates that do not contain
any impregnated air. This excessive contraction of the air-entrained cement or mortar
matrix compared to the aggregate, which contains minimal air, may cause a differential
strain gradient between the aggregate and matrix. This strain gradient may lead to
destructive tensile stresses in the interfacial transition zone (ITZ), making concrete
vulnerable to freezing damage. Recently, a quantitative image analysis study of crack
16

evo
olution in freeezing concrrete supporteed this hypotthesis by shoowing that thhe ITZ crackks
con
ntribute sign
nificantly to the
t freeze-th
haw damage of air-entraiined concrette [48].
A recen
nt study perfformed by FH
HWA Officee of Infrastruucture Reseaarch and
Deevelopment reported
r
thatt satisfactory
y durability pperformancee can be obtaained for
speecific concreete with spaccing factor hiigher than thhe specified value, and aair content leess
thaan that requirred by the ACI
A [49]. Oth
her studies ddealing with frost resistannt high
streength concreete also repo
orted that thee spacing facctor requirem
ment increasees with
deccreasing watter to cementt ratio (w/c) [50, 51]. A series of stuudies showedd that high
streength concreete with w/c less than 0.2
25 can succeessfully withhstand frost ddamage
witthout any en
ntrained air [5
52-56]. Thesse concrete m
mixtures how
wever do noot comply wiith
thee ACI 318 minimum
m
requ
uirement of air content ffor frost resistance. Exceessive amounnts
of air
a than that necessary for
fo mitigating
g freezing daamage can ccause loss off strength andd
inccrease in perm
meability, which
w
in turn can negativvely affect thhe durability of concrete..
Concrete streng
gth is anticip
pated to be decreased
d
byy 5% for an iincrease of 11% of
enttrained air [2
20]. Efforts to
t counteractt such reducctions in strenngth may incclude
inccreasing the cement
c
conttent with a co
oncurrent increase in cost [50].
2.3

Concrrete walled LNG tankss

Liquefy
ying natural gas by cooliing down to 160°C is an extremelyy efficient
sto
orage method
d as materiall volume is reduced
r
drasstically. Conccrete, due too its economyy,
avaailability, casting simpliccity and robu
ustness has ggained widespread popuularity as a
suiitable constru
uction materrial for largee scale storagge tanks of liiquefied natuural gas
(LN
NG). Over th
he past yearss, numerous research stuudies have beeen perform
med to study
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mechanical and thermal behavior of concrete subjected to freezing temperatures [1-3, 5,
11, 15, 16, 41, 42, 57-59]. Most of these studies primarily focus on concrete freezing
down to 30°C . Little is known about the properties of concrete at cryogenic
temperatures (i.e., temperatures  160°C ) that are critical for the design of concretewalled LNG tanks.
A comprehensive literature survey of the concrete mechanical and thermal
properties subjected to single cycle cryogenic freezing has been documented by
Krstulovic-Opara [60]. Kogbara et al. [61] recently extended this review to include the
effect of thermal cycles on concrete properties necessary to design concrete tanks for
direct containment of LNG. All the reviewed studies unanimously reported substantial
variation of concrete properties at cryogenic temperatures that largely depends on the
moisture content. For example, dry concrete shows linear contraction with cooling
whereas saturated non-air-entrained concrete expands up to several hundred
microstrains. Saturated concrete, because of its complex pore network, can contain
varying proportion of ice crystals, vapor, and liquid at different temperatures. As a
result, a complex thermal deformation is observed with high moisture content through
which concrete contracts at the onset of cooling, expands between  20 to  70°C, and
reverts to contraction upon further cooling [62-67]. Several researchers also identified
that the higher the moisture content, the higher the expansion [60, 68, 69]. A critical
relative humidity of 86% has been reported below which no expansion is observed [60,
69]. In the absence of moisture, aggregate type governs the thermal deformation of the
cryogenic concrete since aggregate constitutes more than 70% of the typical concrete
18

volume [70]. Kogbara et al. investigated the effect of aggregate type on the change in
microstructure of saturated concrete subjected to cryogenic freezing [71]. They found
that high-porosity lightweight aggregate concrete is more susceptible to damage than the
low-porosity traprock and limestone aggregate concrete due to the increased moisture
movement leading to high internal stresses and successive disruptive volumetric change
[71].
There has been ample evidence that thermal deformation of saturated concrete is
significantly influenced by the rate of cooling. A slow cooling rate is reported to cause
underpressure in small pores whereas a high cooling rate triggers overpressurization in
the larger pores [72]. High cooling rate nucleates ice in the mesopores faster than the
transfer rate of the excess water to the nearest boundary and leads to overpressurization
in the pore network. Subsequently, high stresses result in microcracking inducing
irreversible expansion [69]. Although many published experimental works register
cooling rates as high as 60 °C/hr [73], 150 °C/hr [62] and 392 °C/hr [67], a much slower
cooling rate of 0.6 °C/hr to 1.3 °C/hr has been suggested by practitioners to avoid
overstressing of the primary LNG containment tank [74].
Thermal deformation of concrete is of critical importance while designing LNG
tanks because of the large temperature change that the various components of the
structure go through while being cooled down to cryogenic temperature from ambient
temperature. In a common composite concrete cryogenic tank, a plane carbon steel
liquid/vapor barrier is fastened around the concrete wall to prevent leaking, and 9%
nickel steel plate is used as the bottom of the containment tank that is attached to the
19

concrete wall. It has been reported that the composite concrete wall of a 160,000 m3
capacity tank can move up to 64 mm inward as temperature drops down to 188°C [74].
Therefore, significant differences between thermal deformation of concrete and that of
the 9% nickel steel and carbon steel may damage the structure by developing high
internal stresses. Currently, for design purposes, an average CTE of 9.9 106 °C1 is
used for both the carbon steel and 9% nickel steel, and a CTE between 7.9 106 to

9.4 106 °C1 is used for concrete [74]. However, researchers have showed that CTE of
concrete may attain a negative value due to high moisture content [3, 75] (depending on
cooling rate and air bubble spacing) causing cracks and creating internal stresses within
the structure.
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MO
ODELING FREEZING
F
POROUS M
MEDIA

pal [44] derivved accuratee expressions for total,
Recenttly, Grasley and Rajagop
maatric, and osm
motic suction
n in a capillaary system w
within the fraamework of mixture
theeory. In sectiion 3.1, we follow
f
the saame approachh to developp the liquid-ssolid phase
tran
nsition therm
modynamic relation.
r
A set of governning equationns comprisinng linear
mo
omentum ballance for thee total stress, mass balancce for the fluuid content, and energy
ballance for thee heat transfeer is presenteed in sectionn 3.2. Theoryy of unsaturaated
porroelasticity is
i then recap
pitulated in section 3.3.
3.1
3

Liquid
d solid phasse transition
n

In lightt of the mixtu
ure theory prresented by Grasley andd Rajagopal [[34, 44] Thee
mo
olar internal energy, u i of
o any speciees i can be exxpressed as
i

de
d ui
d Si
d Ni
.
N
+ mi
= N i qi
+ V0 T i :
dt
dt
dt
dt
i

(33.1)

wh
here kinetic and
a potentiall (e.g., from gravity or e lectric fieldss) energy havve been
ign
nored. Here, S i is the mo
olar entropy
y of species ii, mi is the m
molar chemiccal potential of
speecies i, q i is the temperaature of speccies i, V0 is th
the molar voolume of the mixture at thhe
refference state,, T i is the partial Cauch
hy stress tenssor of speciees i, and e i iis the
inffinitesimal sttrain tensor (which
(
presu
umes the norrm of the dissplacement ggradient is
suffficiently sm
mall) of species i. N i is th
he molar fraaction of the individual sspecies definned
as
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Ni =

Ni
.
N

(3.2)

Here, N i denotes the current number of moles of component i, and N presents the total
number of moles of the mixture.
Now, V0 T i :

d ei
dt

can be written in terms of the mean stress, s i and the

deviatoric stress, s i as
d ei

i

de
d Îi
,
V0 T :
=V0 s
+V0 s i :
dt
dt
dt
i

i

(3.3)

where, Îi is the current infinitesimal volumetric strain related to species i with respect to
the reference state and defined as

Îi =

V i -V0i
,
V0i

(3.4)

where V i is the current molar volume of the species i, and e i is the current
infinitesimal deviatoric strain tensor. With the help of (3.4), equation (3.3) reduces to
d ei

i

de
V0 i d V i
.
V0 T :
= is
+V0 s i :
d t V0
dt
dt
i

(3.5)

Now we apply (3.5) in (3.1) and implement Legendre transform to derive
Ni

d si
d mi
d q i V0 i d s i
+ Ni S i
+ iV
+V0 e i :
=0.
dt
d t V0
dt
dt

(3.6)

Here, we also consider that at equilibrium, the rate of energy is zero. For a mixture, we
can write
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n

å Ni
i =1

ds
d mi
dq
ds
+S
+V
+V0 e :
=0 .
dt
dt
dt
dt

(3.7)

Let us now consider the problem of two chemically dependent phases that
coexist in equilibrium. This problem could represent, for example, liquid in equilibrium
with its vapor or liquid in equilibrium with its frozen or solid phase. Since liquids often
include dissolved species, it is advantageous to consider that we have a mixture that
exists at two levels: first, the liquid itself is a mixture consisting of water and various
other dissolved species; second, the presence of liquid and its vapor or solidified phase
represents a mixture at a higher scale. Thus, we can write for the mixture of ice and salt
crystal,
N C -H 2 O

n
sC d sC
d m C -H2O
d m C -i
d sC
d sC
+ å N C -i
+V0C
+ V0C C
+ 3 a C (q C - qmC )V0C
dt
dt
dt
K dt
dt
i =1

sC

d sC

d qC
+V
:
+S
=0
dt
2 GC d t
C
0

,

C
0

(3.8)
where V , the molar volume of the mixture, is replaced by the relation
é
ù
s
V =V0 ê1+ + 3 a (q - qm )ú ,
êë K
úû

(3.9)

and

e=

s
2G

is used.

(3.10)

Here, we have constrained the discussion to linearly elastic solids and affixed the
reference configuration at the melting temperature. In (3.9), a is the coefficient of
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thermal expansion of the mixture, and K and G are the bulk modulus and shear
modulus of the mixture, respectively. Equation (3.8) ignores the entropic term related to
the heat capacity and can be rearranged to read
1
d mC -H2O
=- C -H 2O
dt
N

-3 a

C

(q

C

C
m

-q

)N

n

å N C -i
i =1

C
0
C -H 2 O

V

V C d sC
V C sC d sC
d m C -i
- C -0 H 2O
- C0-H 2O C
dt
N
dt
N
K dt

sC d sC
V0C
S0C d q C
d sC
- C -H 2 O
- C -H 2 O
:
dt
N
N
dt
2 GC d t

.

(3.11)

Let us now consider that the primary phase in the liquid is water. Thus, (3.7)
takes the form
L

N

L -H 2 O

n
ds
d m L - H2O
d m L -i
d qL
d sL
+ å N L -i
+SL
+V L
+V0L e L :
=0.
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
i =1

(3.12)

Now writing (3.9) and (3.10) for liquid and substituting them into (3.12) we obtain
N

L -H 2 O

n
L -i
L
L
L
d m L -H2O
d sL
L -i d m
L ds
L s
L
L
L
L ds
+å N
+V0
+ V0 L
+ 3 a (q - qm )V0
dt
dt
dt
K dt
dt
i =1

sL

d sL

L
L dq
S
:
+V0L
+
=0
0
dt
2GL d t

.

(3.13)
If we consider a salt with chemical composition of A b B b C b .b H O (H 2 O ) [28],
1

2

3

2

then the chemical potential of the solute ( m L-S ) in the liquid phase can be written as the
sum of the chemical potentials of the species forming it
n

m L -S = å b i m L-i + b H 2O m H 2O

(3.14)

i =1

where i represents the species other than H2O (i.e. A, B, and C), and b H2O is the number
of molecules of water that are chemically bound to the hydrated salt. When the salt
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concentration in the pore solution reaches supersaturation, these water molecules are
removed from the solvent with the salt crystal and do not contribute to the ice volume.
For a non-hydrated salt, e.g. NaCl, b H2O = 0.
Equation (3.14) can be rearranged to provide the chemical potentials of the
dissolved species (excluding the hydrated water molecules) in the liquid phase as

m L-i =

m L- S
n

åb

-

b H 2 O m L- H 2 O
n

åb

i

i =1

i

=

m L-S b H 2O m L-H 2O
,
B
B

(3.15)

i =1

where
n

B = å bi .

(3.16)

i =1

Substituting (3.15) into (3.13), we write

(N

L -H 2 O

d m L -H 2 O
d m L- S
d sL
sL d sL
+x
+V0L
+ V0L L
+
dt
dt
dt
K dt

- x b H 2O )

L
sL d sL
d sL
L dq
S
3 a L (q L - qmL )V0L
:
+ V0L
+
=0
0
dt
dt
2GL d t

,

(3.17)

where we introduced,
n

L -i

x=

N
=
bi

åN

L -i

i =1
n

åb

,

(3.18)

i

i =1

such that

N L-H2O =1- B x ,

(3.19)

Rewriting (3.17) with the help of (3.19), we find
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(1- B x - x b H2O )

d m L -H 2 O
d m L- S
d sL
+x
+V0L
dt
dt
dt

L
L
sL d sL
sL d sL
L
L
L
L ds
L
L dq
+V
+ 3 a (q - qm )V0
+ V0
:
+ S0
=0
KL dt
dt
dt
2GL d t

.

(3.20)

L
0

At equilibrium, not only do we consider the rate of energy to be zero, but we will
also enforce a stronger statement of the second law by forcing the chemical potentials of
the chemically dependent phases to be equal such that

d m L-H2O
d mC-H2O 1
=
.
dt
dt

(3.21)

Thus, (3.11) and (3.20) can be combined to yield

æ
1
ççç- C -H2O
çç N
çç
VC
H2O ç
(1- B x - x b )ççç- N C0-H2O
çç
çç
C
çç- V0
ççè N C -H2O
+x

n

åN

C -i

i =1

V0C d s C
d m C -i
- C -H2O
dt
N
dt

V0C
sC d sC
C
C
C
3
a
q
q
(
)
m
KC d t
N C -H2O
sC
2 GC

:

d sC
dt

-

S0C
N C -H2O

d qC
dt

d sL
d m L- S
d sL
sL d sL
+V0L
+ V0L L
+ 3 a L (q L - qmL )V0L
dt
dt
dt
K dt

+V0L

sL
2G

:
L

d sL
dt

+ S0L

÷÷ö
÷÷
÷÷
C ÷
d s ÷÷÷
÷
d t ÷÷÷
÷÷
÷÷
÷÷
÷ø
.

(3.22)

d qL
=0
dt

Now, evaluating the chemical potential of the solute,
d m L-S d m*L- S
d ln a L- S
=
+Rq
,
dt
dt
dt

(3.23)

at the same pressure and temperature at the solution, we have

1

The process is considered fully reversible since the rate of change of temperature is assumed to
be slow enough to maintain a local state of near equilibrium.
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sL d sL
d m L- S
d sL
d sL
=-V0solute
-V0solute solute
- 3 a solute (q L - qmL )V0solute
dt
dt
K
dt
dt
L
L
V0solute L d s
d ln a L-solute
solute d q
s :
- S0
+Rq
dt
dt
dt
2 G solute

.

(3.24)

Here, R is the ideal gas constant. Similarly chemical potential of the salt crystal is given
by
sC d sC
d m C -i
d sC
d sC
=-V0C -i
-V0C -i C -i
- 3 a C -i (q C - qmC )V0C -i
dt
dt
K
dt
dt
d sC
V C -i
d qC
- 0 C -i s C :
- S0C -i
dt
dt
2G

,

(3.25)

where, the activity of the pure salt crystal equals one. Now we impose that the gradient
in the strain energy or stress power across the crystal is negligible such that no
preferential dissolution and precipitation occurs. Furthermore, we speculate that the
normal stresses in the crystal are significantly higher than the deviatoric components.
Hence, it is justifiable for us to assume that the crystal is subjected to a purely
hydrostatic state of stress nullifying the shear contribution. However, the same treatment
cannot be exercised with the liquid water due to the repulsive force originated from the
crystal-pore wall interface incompatibility. Consequently, crystals can repel the pore
wall across the thin film and exert an excess pressure. Due to this repulsive force,
conservation of linear momentum requires shear stresses in the liquid film. Because of
this shear and owing to the pressure gradient between the film and the bulk liquid, the
liquid will tend to flow away from the interface to alleviate the excess pressure.
However, due to the drastic transition from liquid like to solid like responses, mobility of
the film reduces by orders of magnitude compared to the diffusion of the bulk water [32,
27

33]. Therefore, the liquid film between the crystal and the pore wall has to be treated as a
non-Newtonian fluid capable of transmitting shear stresses. The associated strain energy
term thus cannot be overlooked. With some mathematical manipulation, substitution of
(3.24) and (3.25) in (3.22) provides
L
solute
L
L
1 æçV0L xV0solute ö÷ s d s
d s C (V0 - xV0 ) d s L
=
+
ç - solute ÷÷ :
dt
V0C-n
d t V0C-n çè G L
G
ø÷ 2 d t

+

N C -H2O
x
d ln a L-solute ,
DS d q
R
q
+
æ C n C -i C -i ö÷ (1- B x - x b H2O )
V0C-n d t
dt
ççV - N V ÷
0
÷÷
çç 0 å
è
ø
i =1

(3.26)

where the terms,
n
æ
ö
çççV0C - å N C -i V0C -i ÷÷÷
÷ø
çè
i =1
V0C-n =(1- B x - x b H2O )
and
N C -H2O

(3.27)

æ C n C -i C -i ö÷
çç S - N S ÷
÷÷
0
çç 0 å
ø
i =1
H2O è
solute
L
DS =( S0 - x S0 )-(1- B x - x b )
C - H2O
N
are used. If no salt precipitates ( N C -H2O =1 and

n

åN

C -i

(3.28)

= 0 ) then

i =1

V0C-n = (1- B x - x b H 2 O )V0C and D S = ( S 0L - x S 0solute )- (1- B x - x b H 2 O ) S 0C . In addition,

if there is no dissolved salt present in the pore solution, then (3.27) and (3.28) simplify to
V0C-n = V0C and DS = S 0L - S 0C , respectively. Thus, V0C-n refers to the net molar volume of

the ice crystal (excluding the molar volume of the salt crystal), and DS denotes the
change in molar entropy due to fusion. Here, we ignored the higher order stress terms
and the entropic term related to the thermal dilation. We also assumed that the liquid and
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crystal are subjected to the same temperature q L = q C = q . Equation (3.26) illustrates that
the mean stress in the crystal varies as a function of stresses in the liquid, temperature,
and ionic activity in the solution. Now it is convenient for us to select the reference state
as the state where s C = s L = s 0 , so that the related temperature is q = qm and the molar
fraction of salt is x = x0 . Integrating (3.26) from this reference state to a current state
where s C ¹ s L , q = q , and x = x f we find
C

s - s0 =
+

(V0L - xV0solute )
V0C-n

(s

L

- s0 ) +

(V0L - xV0solute ) æç V0L
V0C-n

xV0solute ö÷ L L
÷s :s
çç L 4 G solute ÷ø÷
è4G

xf
.
DS
N C -H2O
x
L-solute
ln
+
R
d
a
q
q
q
(
)
m
C
ò
H
O
æ C n C -i C -i ö÷ x0 (1- B x - x b 2 )
V0-n
ççV - N V ÷
0
÷÷
çç 0 å
è
ø
i =1

(3.29)

Here we also assume that the ice and salt crystals precipitate as pure substances.
The last term of (3.29) calculates the change in crystal pressure due to the change in salt
concentration with respect to the reference configuration, x = x0 . In this study we wish
to calculate pore freezing depression due to the presence of dissolved ions. Thus we
select the reference state as the state such that it corresponds to the pure water, i.e.

x0 = 0 . If one wants to link the crystal pressure to the supersaturation [28, 76, 77], then
the molar fraction related to the salt solubility could be chosen as the reference state.
And so, when x f is greater than x0 , the solution becomes supersaturated, and the
corresponding crystal pressure accounts for the salt crystallization due to the removal of
solvent with decreasing temperatures.
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At this point, it is important to accurately determine the ionic activity in the pore
solution. One can utilize Pitzer’s equations [78, 79] to analyze ionic activity with a high
degree of accuracy. However, implementation of such complex relations complicates the
integral term. At low concentrations, the mixture can be treated as ideal, and the activity
coefficient approaches to unity. Moreover, most cementitious materials do not contain
very high concentrations of dissolved species, and ideal solution approximation yields an
accurate measure of ionic activity for saturations down to 0.5 [80]. Therefore, The ionic
activity in the last term of (3.29) can be approximated as a L-solute » B x , such that,
C

s - s0 =
+

(V0L - xV0solute )
V0C-n

(s - s0 ) +
L

(V0L - xV0solute ) æç V0L
V0C-n

ç
çè 4 G

L

xV0solute ö÷ L L
÷s :s
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1
N C -H2O
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R
q
q
q
(
m)
n
æ
ö ( B + b H2O ) (1- B x0 - b H2O x0 )
V0C-n
çççV0C - å N C -i V0C -i ÷÷÷
÷ø
çè
i =1

(3.30)

As uniform pressure subsists everywhere in the crystal, we state that s C =- pC .
Furthermore, if we neglect the repulsive force across the thin film around the crystal so
that spherical stress state is achieved in liquid with s L =- p L and s L = 0 , (3.30)
simplifies to
C

- p + p0 =-

(V0L - xV0solute )
C
0-n

V

DS
( p L - p0 ) + V C (q - qm )
0-n

(1- B x f - b H2O x f ) ,
1
-Rq
ln
n
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C
i
C
i
ççV ÷
çç 0 å N V0 ÷÷
è
ø
i =1
N C -H 2 O
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(3.31)

where we also assume that the reference state, s0 =- p0 . In addition, if we consider that
at no point the salt concentration exceeds its solubility, and thus salt precipitation does
n

not occur, then

åN

C -i

= 0 and N C -H2O =1 , such that

i =1

(V0L - xV0solute )
p - p0 =
( p L - p0 )
H O
C
(1- B x - x b )V0
(S0L - x S0solute )-(1- B x - x b H O ) S0C
+
(qm - q ) .
(1- B x - x b H O )V0C
(1- B x f - b H O x f )
1
+Rq C
ln
V0 ( B + b H O ) (1- B x0 - b H O x0 )
C

2

2

2

(3.32)

2

2

2

The last term in (3.32) accounts for the contribution of dissolved ions on the
freezing point suppression of the pore solution. Furthermore, if we ignore the presence
of dissolved species, i.e. x f = 0 , then (3.32) becomes

( S0L - S0C )
V0L L
p - p0 = C ( p - p0 ) +
(qm - q ) ,
V0
V0C
C

(3.33)

with S 0L and S 0C now being the molar entropy of pure liquid water and ice, respectively.
The above equation can be rearranged to read

æ VLö
pC - p L =-ççç1- 0C ÷÷÷( p L - p0 ) +Sm (qm - q ) .
è V0 ÷ø

(3.34)

Equation (3.34) is known as the renowned Thomson’s equation, where

Sm =

(S0L - S0C )

(3.35)

V0C

is the melting entropy. In terms of liquid and crystal densities, (3.34) equivalents to
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æ r C ö÷ L
p - p =-çç1- L ÷÷( p - p0 ) +Sm (qm - q ) ,
çè r ÷ø
C

L

(3.336)

wh
here r C and r L denote the
t density of
o the crystall and liquid, respectivelyy.
3.2

Go
overning eq
quations

In the present
p
sectio
on, governin
ng equations associated w
with the masss balance,
eneergy balancee, and linear momentum balance for thermoelasttic porous maaterials are
pro
ovided. Omittting inertia and body fo
orces, the connservation of linear mom
mentum can be
den
noted by

div
vT  0 ,

(3.337)

wh
here T repreesents the ex
xternally app
plied total Caauchy stress tensor and iis expressed
(for a linearly isotropic
i
maaterial) as




T  2 G  
tr    I   3 K  f I .
 1  2


(3.338)

Heere,  is the infinitesimaal strain tenso
or, G is the shear moduulus of the poorous body, K
is the
t bulk mod
dulus of the porous
p
body
y,  is the P
Poisson’s ratiio of the porrous body, I is
thee identity ten
nsor, and  f is the free strain.
s
If the flluid and solid temperaturres are assum
med to achieeve equilibriium locally, the
gov
verning equaation for heaat transfer, asssuming lineearity and isootropy, is givven by

  div(grad
d ) ,
t

(3.339)
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wh
here  is theermal diffusiivity and is related
r
to thee thermal coonductivity,  , through




. Herre,  is the density and C p is the sppecific heat capacity (at constant
 Cp

preessure), and  is the tem
mperature. Eq
quation (3.399) is a highlyy simplified energy
ballance equatio
on where heaat flux assocciated with thhe pressure ggradient, as well as latennt
heaat due to skeeletal and flu
uid expansion
n and phase transition arre neglected. A detailed
disscussion of th
he above efffects along with
w the comp
mplete energyy balance aree provided by
MccTigue and Coussy
C
[35, 81].
Finally,, using the mass
m balancee equation al ong with Daarcy’s law w
we can write
1 dmw k
 div(grad
d
pL ) ,
 L dt  L

(3.440)

wh
here  L is th
he undeformeed density off the liquid pphase, k is tthe intrinsic permeabilitty
witth dimension
ns of length squared,  L is the viscoosity of the ppore liquid, p L denotes tthe
porre liquid pressure, and mw stands for the total m
mass of waterr currently prresent in all
forrms (both liq
quid and solid – vapor mass
m is negleccted) per uniit initial voluume of the
porrous materiaal.
Adoptin
ng appropriaate boundary
y conditions applicable to a specific problem,

equ
uation (3.39)) can be solv
ved independ
dently for  , whereas cooupled equattions (3.37)
and
d (3.40) need
d to be solveed simultaneously to deteermine the uunknowns, T and p L .
3.3

Poroelastiicity

For determining freeezing deform
mation of fuully saturatedd concrete, w
we now

con
nsider a poro
ous material whose initiaal pore spacee is completeely filled with liquid
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water. For a poroelastic material (with invariant porosity upon pressurization) exposed to
variable temperature,  f in equation (3.38) can be referred as

f 

b pL
   ,
3K

(3.41)

where  is the linear CTE of the porous body and  m  is the change in
temperature measured with respect to the melting temperature qm , with  being the
current temperature 2. The term b is Biot’s coefficient and can be written as
b 1 

K
,
Ks

(3.42)

where K s is the bulk modulus of the solid phase comprising the skeleton of the porous
body. If temperature is reduced below the melting point at constant relative humidity,
solid crystals gradually invade the pore network. For such a case where the pore network
is partially occupied by the ice crystals, the free strain in (3.41) can be extended to

bC pC  b L p L  3 K  
f 
,
3K

(3.43)

and, according to [1, 41, 42], mass of water per unit initial volume of the porous body
associated with (3.40) can be quantified as
m w   L o   L     ,

(3.44)

where o represents the initial porosity of the porous material while

2

We choose melting temperature as the reference temperature, and do not consider thermal strain
due to cooling from ambient temperature to the melting temperature.
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 V0L 
 C 
C
   L 1 o S   C 1 o S C ,


 V0


(3.45)

and

  b  kk 

pL
pC

 3 o S L  L  o S C  C   L   C   ,
ML MC

(3.46)

with

1 b J  o S J o S J

 J , and
MJ
Ks
K

(3.47)

1
1
1
 C L.
M M
M

(3.48)

Here, solid crystals and liquid water are referred to by the superscript J  C and

J  L , respectively. The terms b J , M J ,  J , and K J are the Biot’s coefficient, Biot’s
modulus, density, and bulk modulus of the phase J , respectively. S J indicates the
volume fraction of the pores occupied by phase J satisfying the constraint



S J 1 .

(3.49)

J C, L

The parameter  J stands for the linear CTE of the phase J . Additionally,



b J  bC  b L  b ,

(3.50)

J C, L

along with

b J  S J b . Finally,

(3.51)

 J    b J  o S J  .

(3.52)
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Heere,  J is th
he coefficientt related to th
he thermal eexpansion off the pore space occupiedd
by the phase J .
Equatio
on (3.40) neeeds to be solved for p L , with p C beeing determiined in termss
namic equilib
brium equatiion of the cry
rystal-liquid interface
of p L from thee thermodyn
pressed by any of the forrms given by
y (3.30), (3.332), and (3.334).
exp
a known, freezing
f
straiin exhibited by a fully saaturated
Once p C and p L are
con
ncrete can bee calculated using equatiion (3.43). S
Substitution oof  f into (33.38) along
witth the approp
priate bound
dary conditio
on provides ssolution for (3.37), whicch can then bbe
useed to determine  kk . Sub
bsequently,  kk needs too be replacedd in (3.46) too calculate thhe
new
w p L and otther variablees.
Throug
ghout this disssertation, th
he following sign convenntion is usedd:



Pore prressure (liquiid or crystal)) is positive for compresssion and neggative for
suction or tension.



Stress and
a strain aree positive fo
or tension annd negative fo
for compresssion.



Changee in temperatture,  m  , is posiitive for coooling and neggative for
heating
g, and measu
ured with resp
pect to the m
melting tempperature  m . Here,  is tthe
actual temperature.
t

3.4
4

Summaary

In this section,
s
the present
p
theory of poroelaasticity has bbeen advancced to includde
thee effect of po
ore solution speciation
s
an
nd disjoiningg pressure onn the deform
mation of
porrous media subjected
s
to freezing tem
mperatures. T
Table 2 summ
marizes the liquid-crystaal
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thermodynamic equilibrium relationships and governing equations of
thermoporoelasticity of porous media exposed to freezing temperatures. Choice of the
particular form of liquid-crystal thermodynamic equation will vary depending on the
nature of the problem.
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Table 2. Summary of equations for thermoporoelasticity of freezing porous
media.
Restriction

Equation
reference

--

(3.29)

Assumes ideal solution

(3.30)

(S L - x S0solute )-(1- B x - x b H O ) S0C
(V0L - xV0solute )
( p L - p0 )+ 0
H O
C
Assumes ideal solution
(1- B x - x b )V0
(1- B x - x b H O )V0C
Neglects liquid
(1- B x f - b H O x f )
1
confinement
´(qm - q ) + R q C
ln
V0 ( B + b H O ) (1- B x0 - b H O x0 )

(3.32)

Description

Equation
sC -s0 =

(V0L - xV0solute )
C
0-n

V

(s L - s 0 ) +

(V0L - xV0solute ) æç V0L

xV solute ö÷ L L
÷s :s
- 0
ç
çè 4 G L 4 G solute ÷÷ø

C
0-n

V

xf
N C -H 2 O
x
DS
d ln a L-solute
+ C (q - qm )+ R q
ò
n
æ C
ö
x0
V0-n
1- B x - x b H 2 O )
(
C -i
C -i ÷
ççV N V0 ÷÷
÷ø
ççè 0 å
i =1

sC -s 0 =

Solid-liquid
thermodynamic
equation

+

(V0L - xV0solute )
C
0-n

V

(s L - s 0 ) +

(V0L - xV0solute ) æç V0L

xV solute ö÷ L L
÷s :s
- 0
ç
çè 4 G L 4 G solute ø÷÷

V0C-n

(1- B x f - b H2O x f )
1
N C -H 2 O
DS
ln
(q - qm )- R q æ
H2O
n
ö
V0C-n
( B + b ) (1- B x0 - b H2O x0 )
ççV C N C -i V0C -i ÷÷÷
å
÷
ççè 0
ø
i =1
2

pC - p0 =

2

2

2

2

2

æ VLö
p C - p L =-çç1- 0C ÷÷÷( p L - p 0 ) +Sm (qm - q )
çè V0 ø÷
Conservation of
linear
momentum

Conservation of
thermal energy

Conservation of
pore mass
Stress strain
constitutive
equation
Free strain
constitutive
equation
Liquid-crystal
saturation
restriction

divT  0

  div(grad )
t

1 dmw

 L dt



k

L

div(gradp L )




T  2 G  
tr    I   3 K  f I


1
2



f 

bC p C  b L p L  3 K  
3K



S J 1

Neglects liquid
confinement
Ignores presence of
dissolved ions
 Neglects body force and
inertia
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(3.37)

Neglects point source,
heat flux associated
with pressure gradient,
latent heat due to
skeletal and fluid
expansion and phase
transition

(3.39)

Neglects point source
and inertial term

(3.40)

Assumes linear
isotropic material

(3.38)

Assumes linear
isotropic material

(3.43)

---

J C , L

(3.34)

(3.49)

4

ID
DENTIFYIN
NG D-CRAC
CKING SUS
SCEPTIBLE
E AGGREGA
ATES3

Frost deeterioration in concrete pavement
p
is often attribuuted to aggreegates with
ical compossite model is developed tto predict tim
bstandard pro
operties. A poromechan
p
mesub
dep
pendent stresss and strain
n fields in freeezing concrrete containinng aggregatees with
und
desirable com
mbinations of
o geometry and constituutive propertties. The moodel, presented
in section
s
4.1, indicates
i
thaat for both aiir-entrained and non-air--entrained cooncrete,
desstructive tensile stress may
m be triggered at the agggregate-mattrix boundarry. The
sev
verity of the damage is enhanced by the Mandel--Cryer effectt as explaineed in sectionn
4.2
2. Section 4.4
4 analyzes th
he sensitivity
y of stress annd strain fiellds to the agggregate and
maatrix constitu
utive parameeters and env
vironmental eexposure to suggest impproved
con
ncrete mixtu
ure design for the constru
uction of durrable concrette pavementt.

4.1
4

Modell

A modeel concrete sphere
s
is con
nsidered withh a coarse agggregate core of radius Ri
em
mbedded insid
de a mortar or
o cement paaste matrix sshell (througghout this repport, the terrm
“ag
ggregate” an
nd “matrix” will
w be used to representt the coarse aaggregate coore, and the
passte or mortarr shell, respeectively) of outer
o
radius Ro , as show
wn in Figure 2. An elasticc
mo
odel incorporrating free sttrains is firstt developed bbased on thee classical ellastic theory
pro
oposed by Tiimoshenko and
a Goodier [82] It is theen extended to include
porromechanicaal constitutiv
ve propertiess based on thhe theory devveloped by B
Biot [34] annd
3

Reprintted with permisssion from Rah
hman, S. and Z
Z. Grasley, A pooromechanical model of
freeezing concrete to elucidate da
amage mechan
nisms associateed with substanndard aggregates. Cement annd
Con
ncrete Research
h, 2014. 55: p. 88-101. Copy
yright 2013 Els evier.
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C
[1, 35
5], and Coussy and Montteiro [41, 422]. The linearrly elastic caase
disscussed by Coussy
con
nsidering a general
g
‘free strain’ is prresented in seection 4.1.1,, and then sppecifically
reffined for the case of unsaaturated poro
oelasticity inn section 4.1.2.

Figure 2. Geometrry of the pro
oposed mod
del represen
nting a coarsse aggregatee
corre of radius Ri embedd
ded in a cem
ment paste oor mortar m
matrix shell oof outer
rad
dius Ro . In case of air-eentrained concrete, un iformly disttributed airr bubbles arre
con
nsidered witth a spacing
g of L .
4.1.1 Elastic maaterial
Determ
mination of th
he stress and
d strain compponents giveen in this secction followss
mu
uch of Timosshenko and Goodier’s
G
work
w
[82], wiith the only eexception beeing that
theermal strain is
i replaced by
b the more general
g
‘freee strain.’ A ssimple case oof a
tem
mperature sy
ymmetrical with
w respect to
t the centerr, and a functtion of radiuus, r, is
con
nsidered. On
n account of the sphericaal symmetry,, the non-zerro radial defo
formation ( ur )
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of the aggregate (denoted by superscript a) along with the radial (subscript r) and two
tangential stress and strain components (subscript t) in the principal directions are
obtained by solving the conservation of linear momentum equation, (3.37), for spherical
coordinate system whereby,

ur

a

(1 + n a ) 1 r=r a 2
=
e f r dr + C1a r ,
2 ò
a
(1- n ) r r=0

(4.1)

er

a

(1+ n a ) 1 r=r a 2 (1+ n a ) a a
= -2
e r dr +
e + C1 ,
(1- n a ) r 3 rò=0 f
(1- n a ) f

(4.2)

a

(1+ n a ) 1 r=r a 2
=
e f r dr + C1a ,
3 ò
a
(1- n ) r r=0

(4.3)

et

a

sr = -6 K

a

(1- 2n a ) 1 r=r a 2
e f r dr + 3K a C1a ,
3 ò
a
(1- n ) r r=0

(4.4)

and
st a = 3 K a

1- 2n a ) a
(1- 2n a ) 1 r=r a 2
a (
3
e
r
dr
K
e f + 3K a C1a .
f
3 ò
a
a
(1- n ) r r=0
(1- n )

(4.5)

where, K and ν are the bulk modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the isotropic linear elastic
porous material, and e f is the free strain and a function of pore pressure and
temperature. Here we also defined that sr =T11 and st =T22 =T33 . For paste or mortar
matrix, we write ur , er , et , sr , and st with superscript p as
ur

p

(1+ n p ) 1 r=r p 2
C2 p
p
=
e r dr + C1 r + 2 ,
r
(1- n p ) r 2 rò=R f
i
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(4.6)

er

p

(1+ n p ) 1 r=r p 2 (1+ n p ) p p 2C2 p
= -2
e r dr +
e + C1 - 3 ,
r
(1- n p ) r 3 rò=R f
(1- n p ) f

(4.7)

(1+ n p ) 1 r=r p 2
C2 p
p
=
+
+
e
r
dr
C
,
1
r3
(1- n p ) r 3 rò=R f

(4.8)

i

et

p

r

p

sr = -6 K

p

(1- 2n p ) 1 r=r p 2
(1- 2n p ) 6K p p
p
p
e r dr + 3K C1 C ,
(1- n p ) r 3 rò=R f
(1+ n p ) r 3 2

(4.9)

i

and

st

p

1- 2n p ) p
(1- 2n p ) 1 r=r p 2
p (
e f r dr - 3K
e f + 3K p C1 p
= 3K
3 ò
p
p
r
(1- n ) r=R
(1- n )
.
p
p
n
1
2
(
) 3K p
C
+
p
(1 + n ) r 3 2
p

i

(4.10)

The three unknown integration constants, C1a , C1p , and C 2p , are determined using
the following three boundary conditions:


At the aggregate core-matrix shell interface ( r = Ri ), radial displacement and
radial stress are the same in the matrix and aggregate, so:
é ur a ù
é pù
ëê ûú r = Ri = êëur ûú r =Ri in order to ensure a continuous displacement field, and (4.11)
és r a ù
é pù
êë úû r = Ri = êësr úû r = Ri to satisfy static, mechanical equilibrium.



(4.12)

At the outer surface ( r = Ro ) of the matrix shell, radial stress, sr p , is equal to the
applied stress, s app , so:
és r p ù
êë úû r = Ro = sapp .

(4.13)
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Substituting the integration constants in the equation for bulk strain,

ekk = er + 2 et , for the aggregate core, we obtain
ekk a = X e f a + 3be f a + W e f p -

papp Ro3
Z

(1 + 2c p p ) ,

(4.14)

and for matrix shell
p

ekk = U e f

a

p

p

+ 3b e f +V e f

p

-

a
p p
papp Ro3 ( K + 2 K c )

Kp

Z

,

(4.15)

where the angle brackets indicate a volumetric average, such that for a sphere or
spherical shell
b

3
x = 3
x (r ) r 2 dr .
3 ò
b -a a

(4.16)

Superscripts a and p denote aggregate and matrix, respectively. Coefficients β, χ,
U, V, W, X, and Z are functions of material constitutive properties and are given in
APPENDIX A. For the aggregate, the lower limit a of the integral is substituted by r = 0
, and upper limit, b is substituted by r = Ri . Whereas, for the matrix shell, a and b are
replaced by r = Ri and r = Ro , respectively.
4.1.2 Unsaturated poroelastic materials
The fundamental equations needed to model the deformations in concrete
exposed to freezing conditions, including thermal effects, hydraulic pressure, and cryosuction have already been developed by Coussy [35] and Coussy and Monteiro [41,
42].These equations are modified to determine the stress and strain fields in concrete
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caused by the porous aggregates under freeze-thaw cycles. For simplicity, the following
assumptions are made:


We assume that the rate of thermal equilibration is orders of magnitude faster
than the fluid flux such that a uniform temperature field in our model is a
reasonable approximation. As fast cooling will be shown to lead to greater
stresses, the assumption of rapid thermal equilibration is deemed acceptable for
the investigation of damage mechanisms, since damage is more likely with faster
cooling.



Damage accretion with each successive freeze-thaw cycle and subsequent
changes in poromechanical properties (e.g., permeability, Biot’s coefficient and
modulus, bulk modulus) are also neglected. In this study, the focus is strictly on
stress magnitude during a single cooling event.
The mass conservation law (3.40) for spherical coordinate system takes the form

1 dmw
k
k 1 d æ d L ö÷
= L div(gradp L ) = L 2 ççr 2
p ÷,
L
r dt
h
h r dr çè dr ÷ø

(4.17)

Equation (4.17) should be solved for p L for both the aggregate and matrix. In
order to solve for pore liquid pressure in the aggregate and matrix, p a - L and p p- L , the
following initial and boundary conditions are applied:


Initially, the total mass, mw , is equal to r L f0 , where, f0 is the initial porosity of
the porous material.



(4.18)

Furthermore, the initial pore pressure is uniform and equal to the atmospheric
pressure ( patm ), so ( p p - L ) = patm .
t =0
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(4.19)



Thereafter, the surface can be subjected to arbitrary applied pressure, papp such
that

( p p - L )r = R

o



= papp .

(4.20)

At the aggregate-matrix interface, continuity of the pressure requires the liquid
pressure in the aggregate, pla , and that in the matrix, p p - L , to be the same, i.e.

( p a - L )r = R = ( p p - L )r = R .
i



(4.21)

i

Based on the mass conservation, the liquid flow into the matrix must equal the
liquid flow out of the aggregate (and vice versa). Therefore,
æ dp a - L ö÷
æ dp p - L ÷ö
÷÷
÷
= k p çç
k a çç
.
çè dr ÷ø
çè dr ÷÷ø
r = Ri
r = Ri



(4.22)

Due to the radial symmetry, no flow condition occurs in the center, which yields

æ dp a - L ö÷
çç
÷
çè dr ÷÷ø

= 0.

(4.23)

r =0

4.1.3 Air entrained versus non-air-entrained concrete
Previous studies show that an air-entrained void can act as an expansion reservoir
and cryo-pump and prevent frost damage [3, 42]. This section describes how the
proposed model can be used to predict the effect of air entrainment on the cryodeformation of the model concrete sphere. This is done according to the guidelines
proposed by Coussy and Monteiro [41, 42]. Entrained air voids, when properly
distributed in a saturated freezing porous solid, can accommodate the expelled liquid
water from the freezing sites, and the liquid water freezes instantly upon entering the air
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void. Thus, the crystal pressure in the air void is roughly in equilibrium with the
atmospheric pressure, and the liquid depressurizes to a value of –

rL
Sm Dq + patm
rC

(using equation (3.36)), owing to the solid-liquid thermodynamic equilibrium condition.
If air voids are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the matrix shell with a spacing
distance of L as shown in Figure 2, the maximum distance that water in the matrix has to
travel to reach the equilibrium is L (instead of Ro - Ri in case of non-air-entrained
matrix). On the other hand, since there is no entrained air void in the aggregate, the
maximum distance that water in the aggregate needs to flow is Ri + L < Ro (instead of

Ro in case of non-air-entrained concrete). The volume fraction of entrained air is
accounted for through the value assigned to L ; as the volume fraction of air
entrainment increases, the distance L that water must flow through the matrix to reach
the air bubbles decreases.
Accordingly, for air-entrained concrete the boundary conditions, (4.13) and (4.20),
will be

(srp )r = R + L = sapp = 0

(4.24)

i

and

( p p-L )

r = Ri + L

= papp = –

rL
Sm Dq + patm .
rC

(4.25)

For non-air-entrained concrete the boundary conditions, (4.13) and (4.20),
become
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(srp )r=R

o

= sapp = 0

(4.26)

and

( p p - L )r = R

o

= patm .

(4.27)

Boundary conditions (4.26) and (4.27) are particularly valid for concrete with
poor/no air-void system near pavement joints and corners where water passes down
through the joint fracture to increase the moisture content in the base material and the
bottom of the pavement slab in the vicinity of the joint. There are a few situations where,
at least where the matrix shell intercepts a concrete surface, these boundary conditions
are feasible. If, for any reason, either the water has dried from a surface or the surface
water is not frozen, then the boundary condition is essentially patm . The water on the
surface of the concrete might not be frozen for a pavement, for example, because the
surface has a substantially higher concentration of salts due to road salting or because of
high traffic movement. In many cases, it is true that the boundary for the simple model
chosen would more appropriately be a zero flux boundary (if representing a
representative volume element (RVE) of concrete away from the concrete surface), or a
zero ice pressure boundary if near an ice-coated surface. However, since D-cracking
typically appears near pavement corners and joints where concrete is exposed to free
surface, it seems relevant to model such a situation if one is interested in probing failure
mechanisms. Furthermore, of the three possible boundary conditions (i.e., patm , zero
flux, or ice pressure), a boundary condition of patm resulting from a boundary of liquid
water or vapor yields the greatest aggregate stresses among the possible boundary
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oices. As this boundary condition
c
is most approppriate near thhe corners of slabs, this
cho
mig
ght explain why
w D-crack
king is most prevalent inn such locatioons.

4.2

Damage mecchanism

To implement the proposed
p
mo
odel and to innvestigate thhe damage m
mechanism
ressponsible forr D-cracking
g, both air-en
ntrained and non-air-entrrained concrrete are
con
nsidered. A coarse
c
aggreegate core off diameter 0..0254 m (1 innches) ( Ri = 0.0127 m ) is
con
nsidered to be
b embedded
d in an elastiic matrix sheell. Accordinng to the AC
CI 211.1
mix
xture design
n procedure, for this max
ximum coarsse aggregate size, if a finneness moduulus
of 2.7
2 is assum
med for the fine aggregatee, the volum
me fraction off the dry-roddded coarse
agg
gregate is fou
und to be 68
8%. For this volume fracction, the outter diameter of the modeel
con
ncrete spheree can be calcculated as 0.0288 m (1.113 inches) (oouter radius, Ro, of the
con
ncrete modell sphere is 0.0144 m). Th
he model boody is assum
med to be inittially
com
mpletely watter saturated
d, and surrou
unded by freee water suchh that boundaary conditionns
(4.2
26) and (4.27) prevail fo
or non-air-en
ntrained conccrete. Whereeas, for the aair-entrainedd
con
ncrete, unifo
ormly distributed air bubbles with a sspacing of L = 250 μm [41, 42] are
con
nsidered alon
ng with the boundary
b
co
onditions givven by (4.24)) and (4.25) . Furthermore,

79´10-3 Pa s at 0 °C, K L = 1.79´1003 MPa and a L = -98.777´10-6 C-1
wee let h L = 1.7
at -10 C for supercooled
s
water, and K C = 7.81´103 MPa annd a C = 51..67´10-6 C-1
at -10 C for ice
i crystals[1]. Liquid deensity, r L , aand crystal ddensity, r C , aare assumedd to
3
k
be 999.8kg/m3 and 916.7 kg/m
at 0C , respectivvely [1]. Addditionally, S m is
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considered to be 1.2 MPa/°C [1, 24] and liquid degree of saturation, S L , is determined
using the van Genuchten model [83] according to
1 ù
é
Cö
1-m ú
æ1 æ
ö
ê
ö
æ
1 ç r ÷ L
÷÷
S L = êê1 + ççç çççDq ç1- L ÷÷( p - patm )÷÷÷÷÷ úú
ç
Sm è r ø÷
ø÷ø÷ ú
ê èçÁ èç
ë
û

-m

,

(4.28)

where, m is the shape factor relating the pore size distribution, and 0 < m < 1. The
closer m is to 1, the more narrowly banded the pore radius distribution. Also, (3.34) is
applied here to obtain the capillary pressure. In other words, pore water freezes over a
narrow range of temperature when m approaches unity. Á is related to both the porous
material geometry and the interface properties and can be determined according to

Á=

2 gC L
R* Sm

,

(4.29)

where, R* is the pore radius related to the characteristic cooling Á , and gC L is the
water/ice interfacial energy, and is assumed to be 0.0409 J/m2 [1, 24] S C is then
calculated from the constraint

S C =1- S L .

(4.30)

When low liquid pressure is generated, and the term associated with p L in (4.28)
is neglected, equation (4.17) can be solved analytically in the Laplace Transformed
domain. The pore pressure, stress, and strain results obtained in the Laplace transformed
domain can then be inverted numerically into the time domain with the Stehfest
Algorithm [84] using the script from [85] in Mathematica. However, such assumption
also neglects effect of high pore pressure on the suppression of the freezing of pore
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water [86], and results thus obtained under predict the crack initiating tensile stress.
Dependence on S L on p L makes (4.17) non-linear, which can thus be solved
numerically (e.g., using the Crank-Nicolson scheme [87]). In this work, since high pore
fluid pressures were routinely predicted, the problem was solved numerically via finite
difference using the Crank-Nicolson scheme.
Intrinsic permeability of the porous media may be approximated by

k = k0 L ( S L ) ,

(4.31)

where, k0 is the constant intrinsic permeability at full liquid saturation, L ( S L ) is a
reduction factor accounting for the change in effective pore volume due to the change in
liquid saturation. L ( S L ) can be determined using the classical Kozeny-Carman equation
pioneered by Kozeny and later refined by Carman [88] for unsaturated and saturated
media. The Kozeny-Carman model is developed on the basis of a simple assumption of
uniform pore size, whereby the entire pore network is characterized by a single
smoothed wall cylindrical tube with a constant cross sectional area [89]. Due to this
assumption, there have been serious difficulties in applying the theory to materials with
wide ranges of pore size distribution [89-92]. In order to determine unsaturated
permeability of a porous medium containing interconnected pores of various radii,
Mualem [93] proposed an analytical model using the water retention curve. Later,
Luckner et al. [94] coupled the van Genuchten model with the Mualem’s work to predict
intrinsic permeability of the unsaturated porous media as
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k = k0 L ( S

L

) = k0

æ
1/ m
S çç1- 1- ( S L )
çè
L

(

m 2

ö

) ÷÷÷ø .

(4.32)

The above equation relates k to the same shape factor, m associated with the pore
size distribution in equation (4.28). Despite the popularity and widespread use, this
model assumes a randomly connected pore network with a length proportional to the
pore radius, and therefore does not represent the real material, which has far more
complex microstructure with a wide range of pore sizes [95, 96]. Researchers have also
found that the Mualem-van Genuchten model provides reasonable predictions for highpermeability soils with permeability varying from 10-12 m2 to10-14 m2 , but considerably
under predicts the measured unsaturated permeability of the low-permeability compacted
clay soils [96, 97]. This inadequacy limits applicability of the Mualem-van Genuchten
model to concrete, since both the aggregate and matrix permeability are typically
reported to be less than the above mentioned value [13, 98]. Thus, equation (4.32) will
be utilized to approximate the effect of the reduction in permeability associated with ice
blocking the pores, but with the understanding that while predicted trends might be
accurate the rates and magnitudes of predicted stresses are likely highly inaccurate when
using this model.
Studies have shown that capillary porosity of cement paste may range from 0.22
to 0.33 for a w/c of 0.47 and can be as high as 0.51 for a w/c of 0.71, depending on the
degree of hydration [99]. The volume of pores in most natural aggregates is usually
under 3% and rarely exceeds 10% [13, 18]. For limestone, intrinsic permeability is
reported to be 1.7´10-21 m2 [36], and for sandstone, it can be as high as 1.28´10-15 m2
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value [13, 98]. Permeability of a hardened cement paste is reported to have an average
value of about 6´10-20 m2 value [13, 98]. Microscopic image analysis has shown that
most capillary pores in a mortar matrix have an average diameter between 0.02 and 50
μm [100].
Typical values for a a for various aggregates are reported to vary from

4´10-6  C-1 to 13´10-6  C-1 [20], whereas for cement paste, a p is reported to be

10´10-6  C-1 to 20´10-6  C-1 [101], and for concrete, it varies from about 6 to
14´10-6  C-1 , with an average value of about 10´10-6  C-1 [18]. a p is reported to be
7.4´10-6C-1 for Elgin sand mortar and 9.9´10-6C-1 for Ottawa sand mortar [102].
Callan reported that limestone-sand mortars have coefficients of 7.2´10-6C-1 to

9´10-6C-1 , while most natural siliceous-sand mortars have a p near 10.8´10-6C-1
[19]. Therefore, a a = 8´10-6  C-1 and a p = 10´10-6  C-1 are assumed.
For both concrete and cement paste, bulk modulus of the solid paste matrix, K sp
may vary from 37´103 MPa to 63´103 MPa , depending on the water-to-cement mass
ratio (w/c) and age [36]. K s a is stipulated to be 25.4´103 MPa for the aggregate and

13.9´103 MPa for the matrix. K is then approximated in terms of f0 using
K = (1 - fo ) 2 K s [80, 103]. To reveal the damage mechanism, the limiting case of

instantaneous freezing of the completely saturated concrete sphere is considered
whereby temperature is dropped to -15 °C in a single step and kept constant for several
hours.
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Resulting plots are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for analysis of elastic, nonair-entrained and air-entrained concrete, respectively. A high-porosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), lowpermeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ), aggregate with wide distribution of fine pore
structure ( R*a = 0.08μm, m p = 0.5 ) is assumed to be covered by a moderate-porosity
p
-21
2
(fop = 0.2) , low-permeability ( k = 1´10 m ) mortar matrix with fine pore structure

( R*p = 0.08 μm, m p = 0.5) . When temperature is dropped below the melting point, pore

water freezes in the bigger pores, and positive pressure builds up due to the volume
increase associated with the ice formation and the resulting pore volume change.
Immediately after the temperature drop, pore liquid pressure at the aggregate-matrix
interface differs from that in the core of the aggregate owing to the continuity
requirement as provided by (4.21). Furthermore, pressure at the boundary relaxes
immediately to atmospheric pressure as the excess water is expelled instantly to the
surrounding free water body (non-air-entrained) or to the air-void system (air-entrained
concrete) resulting in an immediate pore pressure gradient across the radius. This
gradient further increases over time since high positive pressure at the center cannot
dissipate at once because of the distance that the excess water must travel to the
boundary to relax it. Moreover, the poroelastic relaxation time can be on the order of
hours for a material with a very low permeability. This is shown in Figure 3 (a) and
Figure 4 (a) for non-air-entrained and air-entrained concrete, respectively. As
temperature is held constant, pore pressure dissipates from the outer part of the body,
and the boundary contracts. Consequently, the entire body contracts owing to the strain
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compatibility, and pore pressure increases more than the initial value before it starts to
decay. This phenomenon by which additional pressure builds up at the center is called
the Mandel-Cryer effect [104] and is shown in Figure 3 (b) and Figure 4 (b). With time,
the excess water from inside the body is expelled to the outer periphery to relieve the
gradient, and the pressure equilibrates everywhere. The over pressurized center takes
longer to equilibrate (Figure 3 (c) and Figure 4 (c)) and exerts delayed increased tensile
tangential stress (Figure 3 (d) and Figure 4 (d)) at the boundary of the aggregate.
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Figure 3. Pore liquid pressure (a) and (b), bulk strain (c), and tangential
stress (d) distribution in non-air-entrained concrete due to a step change of
temperature to -15 C . Center exhibits over pressurization (b) and subsequent
expansion (c) due to the Mandel-Cryer effect. As a result, delayed tensile tangential
stress (d) is developed at the contracting aggregate boundary.
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Figure 4. Pore liquid pressure (a) and (b), bulk strain (c), and tangential
stress (d) distribution in air-entrained concrete due to a step change of temperature
to -15 C . As the drained boundary contracts (c), the center over pressurizes itself
(b) and exhibits delayed expansion (c) and subsequently exerts peak tensile
tangential stress at the boundary (d). However, with time, as the equilibrium is
established and the pore water depressurizes, the air-entrained concrete contracts
(c) as opposed to the non-air-entrained concrete (Figure 3 (c)).

Water in concrete freezes at a temperature below 0 °C depending on the radius
of curvature of the air-water interface, which is in turn dependent on the pore diameter
[105]. This (along with a suppression of the pore water chemical potential associated
with dissolved species) is why concrete pore structure can contain both frozen and
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unfrozen water under freezing temperatures. When the temperature drops, various
deformations occur for different phases (solid skeleton, ice, and unfrozen water) and
affect the dimensional change of the body. Water shows highly complex and anomalous
behavior due to its intra-molecular hydrogen bonding [106]. Water has a nonlinear CTE,
which reduces increasingly at low temperatures and becomes negative below 0 °C [106].
As a result, when water freezes at 0 °C, its volume increases by about 9% under
atmospheric pressure. Moreover, while cooling at below 0 °C, unfrozen water expands
whereas the frozen ice contracts. Coussy [1] attributed volumetric freezing deformation
of a porous material to the following mechanisms: (i) the difference of density between
the liquid water and the ice crystal, which results in the initial build-up of an in-pore
pressure at the onset of crystallization; (ii) the interfacial effects arising between the
different constituents, which eventually govern the crystallization process in connection
with the pore access radius distribution; (iii) the drainage of the liquid water expelled
from the freezing sites towards the air voids; (iv) the cryo-suction process, which drives
liquid water towards the already frozen pores as the temperature further decreases; and
(v) the thermomechanical coupling between the solid matrix, the liquid water, and the
ice crystal. As a combined action of all these mechanisms, the porous body may exhibit
dilation caused by the hydraulic pressure and micro-cryo-suction process, and
contraction caused by the thermal deformation [1, 41, 42]. Which deformation
mechanism dominates over the others is dictated by the physical and poromechanical
properties of the aggregate and matrix, as well as the cooling rate and temperatures. In
the model considered in this work, initial contraction caused by the thermal deformation
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is offset by the dilation resulting from the hydraulic pressure and the micro-cryo-suction
process, and hence expansion is observed. The matrix shell expands more than the
aggregate due to higher pore volume fraction. However, the outermost fiber of the
matrix shell contracts due to the immediate equilibration of the pore pressure. As a
result, a strain differential develops throughout the model concrete sphere. With time,
dilation disappears as the excess of pore water dissipates and the hydraulic pressure
decays to reach equilibrium, resulting in a net contraction/expansion in the non-airentrained concrete contributed by the competitive action of thermal deformation
(contraction) and the micro-cryo-suction process (expansion) (Figure 3 (c)). For airentrained concrete on the other hand, mortar matrix depressurizes due to the presence of
air voids which act as cryo-pumps. Therefore, air-entrained concrete shows a net
contraction (Figure 4 (c)).
Figure 3 (d) and Figure 4 (d) provide the tangential stress distribution for the
non-air-entrained and air-entrained concrete, respectively. As water solidifies to ice, the
crystal sustains a water film between the pore wall and the crystal, allowing it to grow
and push the wall away. The pressure that ice generates this way creates tensile hoop
stress and is called crystallization stress [16]. Moreover, the pore pressure gradient
(Figure 3 (a-b) and Figure 4 (a-b)) created by the various deformations of the constituent
materials results in strain differential (Figure 3 (c) and Figure 4 (c)), which in turn
generates a tangential stress gradient in the body. This gradient occurs because the center
has the peak positive pressure and dilates more than the boundary. The boundary, which
is at equilibrium with the boundary pressure, on the other hand, does not dilate and thus
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exerts compression on the center. Similarly, higher dilation at the center than the
boundary exerts tensile stress at the surface. With time, as the matrix shell starts to
contract more than the aggregate core due to the pore water dissipation, overpressurization occurs at the center, induced by the Mandel-Cryer effect. This in turn
results in high tensile stress at the aggregate-matrix interface and high compressive
stress at the center. An initial peak stress of around 20 MPa (Figure 3 (d)) is predicted by
the model at the outermost fiber of the matrix by the instantaneous cooling of the
material to -15 C , which is unlikely to occur in reality. In reality, the cooling rate is
much slower than the rate assumed here (0.8~0.9 ºC/hr [45]) and is incapable of
developing this high stress. To better represent realistic cooling conditions, temperature
is reduced gradually to -15 C at a rate of 1 ºC/hr, and the resulting plots are shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 for non-air-entrained and air-entrained concrete, respectively. At
time t » 3 hr (Figure 5 (a) and Figure 6 (a)), at which point a significant amount of pore
water pressure is dissipated from the matrix shell, over-pressurization at the center may
still sustain delayed tensile tangential stresses (Figure 5 (d) and Figure 6 (d)) in the
aggregate-matrix interface, which appears as a hump in the plots before - 5 C is
reached. This hump vanishes when high-permeability and/or low-porosity aggregates are
used.
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Figure 5. Pore liquid pressure (a) & (b), bulk strain (c), and tangential stress (d) distribution for non-airentrained concrete for a gradual change of temperature at a rate of -1C/hr . Peak tensile stress (short dashed line in
(d)) is developed at the aggregate boundary due to the Mandel-Cryer effect induced by over pressurization (long
dashed line in (b)) and delayed expansion of the center (long dashed line in (a)).
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Figure 6. Pore liquid pressure (a) & (b), bulk strain (c), and tangential stress (d) distribution for air-entrained
concrete for a gradual change of temperature at a rate of -1C/hr . Peak tensile stress (dotted line and solid line in (d))
is developed at the matrix due to the Mandel-Cryer effect induced by over pressurization (long dashed line in (b)) and
delayed expansion of the center (long dashed line in (c)) which is analogous to the behavior of non-air-entrained
concrete. For air-entrained concrete, water can reach the escape boundary faster than the non-air-entrained concrete
because of the air-void system. Consequently, air-entrained matrix shrinks more than the non-air-entrained matrix,
and causes tensile stress in the mortar that may initiate cracks in the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) over successive
freeze-thaw cycles.
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4.3

Efffect of crysstal saturatiion on perm
meability

In orderr to approxim
mate the effeect of crystaal saturation (i.e., ice bloccking pores))
on intrinsic perrmeability ussing (4.32), and the resuulting tangenntial stress, thhe followingg
umed: ma = 0.5, m p = 00.5, f0a = 0.11, f0p = 0.2,
maaterial properrties are assu
k0 a = 1.7 ´10-19 m 2 , k 0 p = 1´10-19 m 2 , v a = v p = 0.2 , K sa = 25.4 ´103 M
MPa,

dii
K sp = 13.9 ´10
03 MPa , a a = 8´10-6 C-1 , a p = 100´10-6 C-1 . Two differrent pore rad
aree considered to assess thee effect of po
ore size on tthe unsaturatted intrinsic permeabilityy,
and
d the corresp
ponding effect on the tan
ngential stresss at the aggrregate bounddary of the
non
n-air-entrain
ned concrete.. Resulting plots
p
are provvided in Figgure 7. As shhown in the
figu
ure, it is seen that ice blo
ocking in larrger pores haas greater innfluence on the unsaturatted
intrrinsic permeeability than ice blocking
g in the smalller pores. Fuurthermore, the result off
icee blocking po
ores is greateer peak stressses and greaater rate of sttress increasse (than
preedicted when
n assuming a constant peermeability).. However, pprevious reseearchers
claaimed that large pores sig
gnificantly affect
a
the perrmeability fuunction nearr saturation (Sl
= 1 at 0 °C) [9
96] and lead to under preediction of thhe measuredd values espeecially for thhe
low
w-permeabiliity materialss [97]. Moreo
over, in real ity unsaturatted permeabbility can be
eveen more com
mplex due to the presencee of new maacropores cauused by freeeze-thaw
dam
mage, and caannot be acccurately determined usinng simple moodels like (4..32). Hence, as
low
wer permeab
bility increases the intenssity of the tan
angential streess magnitudde, but does
nott change the overall pred
dicted trendss in the follow
wing sensitiivity analysiss, constant
intrrinsic permeeability will be
b used in th
his work for the rest of thhe simulatioons.
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4.4

Ressults and disscussions

The exttent of the ex
xpansion and
d resulting ddamage undeer freezing teemperatures
dep
pends on maany factors in
ncluding agg
gregate size, pore size diistribution, aaggregate annd
maatrix permeab
bility, porosiity, and thermal propertiies (e.g., CT
TE of ice, waater,
agg
gregates, and
d matrix), an
nd aggregatee and matrix bulk moduluus [11, 14, 117, 45, 46,
107
7]. In additio
on, cooling rate
r and air entrainment
e
play key rolles in determ
mining concreete
durrability. Sensitivity of th
he damage prropensity off non-air-entrrained and aair-entrained
con
ncrete to these various faactors is prov
vided in the following suubsections. M
Material
pro
operties used
d to investigaate their rolee in freezing damage aree provided inn Table 3.
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Table 3. Material properties used for sensitivity analysis where, f0 is the porosity, m is the shape factor in the
van Genuchten model [27] relating to the pore size distribution, k is the permeability, a is the coefficient of thermal
expansion, and R* is the pore radius related to the characteristic cooling. Superscripts, a and p denote aggregate
and matrix, respectively.
Aggregate
Effect of:

Max.
agg.
size
m (in)

Agg. pore
proper-ties

0.025
(1)

Agg. size

0.025
(1)
0.019
(0.75)
0.012
(0.5)

Paste pore
proper-ties
CTE
Cooling rate

0.025
(1)
0.012
(0.5)
0.025
(1)

f0a
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.003
0.003
0.1

Matrix

ma

ka

aa

R*a

°C-1

0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

m2
1.7×10-21
1.7×10-21
1.7×10-21
1.7×10-21
1.7×10-18
1.7×10-18

μm
0.08
0.08
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

f0p

0.2

mp

0.5

kp

ap

R*p

m2

°C-1

μm

1×10-21

0.08

8×10-6
0.1

0.5

1.7×10

-21

0.08

10×10-6

0.08

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1×10-21
1×10-21
1×10-21
1×10-19

0.2
0.2
0.08
0.5

0.1

0.5

1.7×10-21

0.1

0.4

1.7×10-21

8×10-6
6×10-6

0.08

0.2

0.5

1×10-21

0.08

0.1

0.5

1.7×10-21

8×10-6

0.04

0.2

0.5

1×10-21

0.04
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4.4.1 Effect of aggregate pore structure
Based on the previous studies on the aggregate response under freezing
conditions, the following classes of aggregates are considered for analyzing the proposed
model:


High-porosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), low-permeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ) aggregate with
fine pores and narrow pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.08μm and m a = 0.5 ).



High-porosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), low-permeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ) aggregate with
fine pores and relatively wide pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.08 μm and

m a = 0.4 ).


High-porosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), low-permeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ) aggregate with
coarse pores and narrow pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.1μm and m a = 0.5 ).



Low-porosity ( f0a = 0.003 ), low-permeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ) aggregate
with coarse pores and narrow pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.1μm and m a = 0.5 ).



Low-porosity ( f0a = 0.003 ), moderate-permeability ( k a = 1.23´10-18 m 2 )
aggregate with coarse pores and narrow pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.1μm and

m a = 0.5 ).


High-porosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), moderate-permeability ( k a = 1.23´10-18 m 2 )
aggregate with coarse pores and narrow pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.1μm and

m a = 0.5 ).
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For the above six cases, a 0.0254 m (1 inch) diameter aggregate is assumed to be
embedded in a cement paste matrix with fine pore structure ( R*p = 0.08 mm and

m p = 0.5 ), porosity of f0p = 0.2 , and permeability of k p = 1´10-21 m 2 . Both air and
non-air entrained concrete are considered. In addition, the following material properties
are assumed: K sa = 25.4´103 MPa, K sp = 13.9´103 MPa , a a = 8´10-6  C-1 ,

a p = 10´10-6  C-1 and v a = v p = 0.2 . Temperature is decreased to -15 °C at a cooling
rate of 1 °C/hr. The resulting plots are provided in Figure 8.
For the aggregates with high volume of fine pores with low permeability, the
tangential stress developed at the outermost fiber of the aggregate adopts a hump shape
imposed by the Mandel-Cryer effect, and therefore exhibits a high value before -5 °C is
reached. Therefore, high-porosity, low-permeability aggregate is found to be susceptible
to D-cracking for small temperature cycles, which is in accord with previous findings
[11, 13]. On the other hand, for the aggregates with low porosity and/or high
permeability, peak tensile stress reduces significantly, because low aggregate porosity
creates less hydraulic pressure, and high permeability allows quick dissipation of pore
pressure. It should be added here that high-porosity, high-permeability aggregates with
open pore structure resemble lightweight aggregates, which proved beneficial under
freeze-thaw cycles with improved durability [108, 109].
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Figure 8. Effect of aggregate pore properties on the peak tensile stress. At a
temperature above -5 °C, due to Mandel-Cryer effect, high-porosity, lowpermeability aggregates exhibit peak tensile tangential stress at the boundary.
Whereas, low-porosity and/or high-permeability aggregates do not show such peak
stress because high permeability allows quick pore pressure relaxation to the
escape boundary, and low-porosity reduces the impact of the hydraulic pressure.
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4.4.2 Effect of aggregate size
To investigate the role of maximum aggregate size on damage propensity, highporosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), low-permeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ) aggregate with fine pores
and wide pore size distribution ( R*a = 0.08μm and m a = 0.5 ), which is expected to be
vulnerable to D-cracking is considered. The diameter of the aggregate is changed to
0.013 m (0.5 inch) and 0.019 m (0.75 inches) to examine if it improves or deteriorates
the aggregate performance under freezing temperatures. The comparative effect of the
aggregate size reduction on the peak stress in the aggregate-matrix interface is shown in
Figure 9. It is seen that reducing the aggregate size proves beneficial and reduces
damage propensity by dissipating the Mandel-Cryer effect quickly. This result agrees
well with the previous empirical model and experimental findings [11, 17]. Larger
aggregates with high porosity and high permeability delay the pore pressure relaxation
time, and thus exhibit high stress at the aggregate-matrix interface. This may in turn
create cracks in the matrix shell, where fatigue tensile stress exceeds the fatigue
resistance of the matrix. Although such freeze-thaw damage originating in the cement
matrix resembles the cracking caused by nondurable coarse aggregates, it is not
considered D-cracking [45]. However, development of cracks in the matrix may alter the
stress state and help initiate and accelerate D-cracking during the successive freeze-thaw
cycles when unsound aggregates are present in the concrete. In general, it can be
concluded that the use of a small aggregate is beneficial because the harmful tensile
tangential stresses at the boundary of the aggregate and the matrix are relaxed quickly
due to the short travel path to the escape boundary.
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Figure 9. Effect of aggregate maximum size on the peak tensile stress.
Reduction in aggregate size from 0.0254 m (1 inches) to 0.0127 m (0.5 inches)
proves beneficial for a high-porosity, low-permeability aggregate and likely reduces
damage propensity, which agrees well with the previous empirical findings [11].
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4.4.3 Effect of paste or mortar pore structure
Matrix pore properties such as porosity, permeability, and pore size distribution
contribute significantly towards the freezing damage of concrete. It is seen from Figure 8
and Figure 9 that at very low temperatures, an air-entrained matrix can undergo tensile
stress at the ITZ (interfacial transition zone) owing to thermal contraction, and provoked
by the pore liquid depressurization. To investigate the effect of the matrix properties on
the tensile stress development, several combinations of matrix pore properties are
considered and resulting plots are shown in Figure 10. It is observed that matrix pore
properties do not have a substantial influence on the tensile stress at the aggregate
boundary. However, tensile stress at the ITZ increases with time as porosity increases
and pore size decreases. High porosity of the matrix creates high pore pressure at the
beginning. As a result, matrix boundary that contracts due to the presence of the air
voids initially exerts compressive stress at the ITZ, which quickly turns into tensile
stress triggered by the over pressurization of the aggregate center. Tensile stress is
reduced when a majority of the pores have large diameter, and pore water freezes over a
narrow range of temperature. Although large pores with uniform pore size distribution
expedite pore water freezing and creates high hydraulic pressure at the beginning, such
pores also reduce the amount of expelled water (Figure 11), and moderate the damaging
tensile tangential stress at the ITZ at a lower temperatures. Analogous results are
obtained by Scherer [15] where crystallization stress is reported to be low for large
pores. In contrast, as documented by Jackson and Chalmers [110], severity of frost
heave increases for fine soils with small pores.
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4.4.4 Effect of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
High-porosity ( f0a = 0.1 ), low-permeability ( k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 ), fine-porestructured ( R*a = 0.08μm and m a = 0.4 ) 0.013 m (0.5 inch) diameter aggregates with two
different thermal expansion coefficients 6´10-6C-1 and 8´10-6C-1 are considered for
simulations on the effect of CTE on stress development. a p of the air-entrained mortar
matrix is assumed to be 10´10-6  C-1 . Other material properties are prescribed as
following: R*p = 0.08 mm, m p = 0.5, f0p = 0.2, k p = 1´10-21 m2 ,
K sa = 25.4´103 MPa, K sp = 13.9´103 MPa , and v a = v p = 0.2 . As shown in Figure 12,

due to high CTE difference between aggregate and matrix, the much greater contraction
of the matrix versus the aggregate results in high tensile stress at the ITZ4. Similarly,
peak tensile tangential stress can be found at the aggregate boundary if the aggregate has
a greater CTE than the matrix shell. Analogous results were shown by Callan [19] for
spherical inclusions with the maximum stress being generated at the aggregate-matrix
interface. Therefore, increase in the difference between CTE of the matrix and aggregate
(matrix CTE is higher than aggregate) may substantially reduce concrete durability due
to increasing tensile tangential stress in the ITZ. In the same way, severe D-cracking is
expected if aggregate CTE is significantly higher than the matrix.

4

At lower temperatures, for air-entrained concrete, because the matrix cover is so thin almost
uniform stress is developed everywhere.
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Moderate-porosity, low-permeability, fine pores, narrow pore size distribution
High-porosity , low-permeability, fine pores, narrow pore size distribution
High-porosity , low-permeability, very fine pores, narrow pore size distribution
High-porosity , moderate-permeability, coarse pores, narrow pore size distribution
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Figure 10. Effect of matrix pore properties on the maximum tensile stress in
the ITZ for air-entrained concrete. Tensile tangential stress decreases if the matrix
pore size increases, and porosity decreases.
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Figure 11. Effect of pore characteristics on liquid saturation. Large pores
with uniform pore size distribution reduce the amount of expelled water. The closer
mp is to 1, the more narrow-banded the pore radius distribution. In other words,
pore water freezes over a narrow range of temperature when mp approaches unity.
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Figure 12. Effect of different CTE on the peak tensile tangential stress in the
ITZ for air-entrained concrete. High difference in the CTE between the aggregate
and the matrix may cause high tangential stress in the ITZ, with the stress
magnitude progressively increasing as temperature decreases below the melting
point.

4.4.5 Effect of cooling rate
Studies have shown that the freezing rate has a major influence on the severity of
concrete freeze-thaw deterioration [45]. In order to simulate the effect of cooling rate on
the concrete freeze-thaw durability associated with substandard aggregates, cooling rates
of 1 °C/hr, 2.5 °C/hr, and 5 °C/hr are considered. In all cases, the temperature is reduced
to -50 °C. The following material properties are prescribed:
a
p
R*a = 0.04 mm, R*p = 0.04 mm, m = 0.5, m = 0.5, f0a = 0.1, f0p = 0.2,

k a = 1.7´10-21 m2 , k p = 1´10-21 m2 , K sa = 25.4´103 MPa, K sp = 13.9´103 MPa ,
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a a = 6´10-6  C-1 , a p = 10´10-6  C-1 , and v a = v p = 0.2 . The resulting plots are
shown in Figure 13. It is found that the high cooling rate correlates with high initial
dilation. This higher initial dilation occurs because the higher the cooling rate the slower
the pore pressure dissipation, and thus the greater the Mandel-Cryer effect. Therefore,
rapid cooling is expected to cause more damage than the slow freezing of the material,
which is in accord with the findings of [111, 112], where reduced freeze-thaw durability
was found for rapid freezing and thawing laboratory tests.
At very low temperatures, the model concrete sphere shows constant contraction
regardless of the cooling rate, probably because at such low temperatures, the hydraulic
pressure is entirely dissipated, and the resulting contraction is caused by the thermal
contraction (non-air-entrained) or cryo-pumps (air-entrained), and depends solely on the
material properties. For the air-entrained concrete, a high thermal contraction is seen
with time. A recent study by Liu et al. found identical results for a concrete specimen
containing 3% entrained air voids exposed to surface water without any salt. High
thermal contraction in the air-entrained concrete can be attributed to the liquid
depressurization induced by the air voids, which act as expansion reservoirs and cryopumps [42]. However, as aggregates do not have entrained air voids, high contraction in
the matrix may cause a high differential strain gradient in the concrete composite
resulting in high tensile tangential stress in the matrix. This high stress in the matrix may
in turn initiate cracks in the ITZ making air-entrained concrete susceptible to thermal
cracking, at least when cooled to very low temperatures. Although numerous researchers
have proved that air-entrained voids are beneficial against freezing damage, this result is
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unfrozen water. The model trends agree well with experimental findings obtained from
literature. The most relevant results found from this study are:


The model indicates that for both air-entrained and non-air-entrained concrete,
destructive tensile stress may be triggered at the aggregate-matrix boundary, and
the damaging stresses are enhanced by the Mandel-Cryer effect.



The high-porosity, low-permeability aggregates are the most susceptible to
freezing damage.



An increase in aggregate size intensifies the damage propensity by increasing the
tensile tangential stresses developed in the aggregate boundary.



Since aggregates do not contain any entrained air bubbles, excessive contraction
of the air-entrained mortar matrix compared to the aggregate may cause high
tensile stresses in the aggregate matrix boundary.



The higher the cooling rate, the greater the hydraulic pressure developed in the
aggregate core.



Significant tensile stresses may also be exhibited in the aggregate-matrix
interface if the difference between the CTEs of the aggregate and matrix is high.
.
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5

DETERMINING OPTIMUM AIR VOID PARAMETER5

The frost resistance of concrete is a function of the concrete constituent
properties, entrained air void system parameters, and environmental exposure history.
However, only a single maximum value for the void spacing factor is specified for all
types of concrete by code writing bodies for successful protection against freezing
damage. The advent and utilization of new materials over the recent years warrant
reevaluation of the validity of this single pass/fail criteria established more than 50 years
ago. In this section, the poromechanical model developed in section 4.1, has been used
to predict efficiency of the air void system in various concrete mixture designs involving
modern materials, such as light weight aggregate (section 5.1.2), low w/c, and
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) (section 5.1.3). Effect of environmental
exposure has also been investigated and presented in section 5.1.4.
For the non-air entrained concrete, the thickness of the mortar cover (Ro − Ri)
covering the aggregate particle (radius Ri) (Figure 2) is determined as described in
section 4.2 using the ACI 211.1 mixture design specification of the required dry rodded
aggregate volume fraction and the assumption of spherical aggregate geometry. To be
more specific, the radius of the aggregate core, Ri in Figure 2, corresponds to half of the
maximum aggregate size used in the concrete mixture. Once the aggregate volume
fraction is known, the mortar volume fraction can be determined by subtracting the

5

Reprinted with permission from Rahman, S. and Z. Grasley, Determining optimum air-void
spacing requirement for a given concrete mixture design using poromechanics. International Journal of
Pavement Engineering, 2016: p. 1-10. Copyright 2016 Taylor & Francis.
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various aggregates are reported to vary from 4 106  C1 to 13 106  C1 [20], whereas
for cement paste,  p is reported to be 10 106  C1 to 20 106  C1 [114] and for
concrete, it varies from about 6 to 14 106  C1 , with an average value of about

10 106  C1 [18]. For siliceous sand mortars CTE can vary from 10 to 12 106  C1 ,
whereas for the limestone sand mortar this value can range from 10 to 5 106  C1 [19,
20]. Since the aim of this study is to evaluate the significance of concrete material
properties on the effectiveness of the air void spacing factor a CTE of 7 106  C1 has
been stipulated for both the aggregate and mortar matrix. If there is a significant
difference in the CTEs of the aggregate and that of mortar, high tensile stress is expected
to develop in the aggregate boundary or ITZ. A detail discussion is dedicated to this
issue in section 4.4.4. In addition, bulk moduli of the solid aggregate and sand mortar
matrix are considered to be 40 103 MPa and 30 103 MPa , respectively. The mixture
designs and other related input parameters studied in this section are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Mixture design input parameters and the related material properties.
Mix
Design

MD

Aggregate
Max.
agg.
size
(in)

f0a

ka

ma

m2

in

R*a

Agg.
type

f0p

kp

mp

m2

μm

Mortar

Air-void
system
input parameter

Environmental
exposure

R*p

Spacing
factor

Cooling
rate °C/h

mm

°C/h

Mortar type

μm

MD1
MD2

No air
0.75

0.1

1E-21

0.51

10

Limestone

0.2

1E-21

0.51

0.1

Moderate w/c

MD3

2

0.2

MD4
MD5

0.8

0.75

0.2

1E-19

0.51

0.1

MD6
MD7

0.75

0.05 1E-20

0.51

0.1

MD8

0.35

0.05 1E-20

0.51

0.1

MD9

0.75

0.05 1E-18

0.51

0.1

Light
weight
agg.

Trap rock

0.2
0.35

1E-20

0.51

0.08

High w/c

0.8
No air

0.2

1E-21
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0.51

0.05

Moderate w/c

0.2

2, 5, &
10

0.2

10

0.2

10

Table 4. Continued
Mix
Design

MD

Aggregate
Max.
agg.
size
(in)
in

f0a

ka

ma

m2

R*a

Agg.
type

f0p

kp

mp

m2

μm

Mortar

Air-void
system
input parameter

Environmental
exposure

R*p

Spacing
factor

Cooling
rate °C/h

mm

°C/h

μm

MD10

0.1

5E-21

0.51

0.05

MD11

0.1

5E-21

0.51

0.05

0.1

5E-21

0.51

0.05

MD12
1.25

0.01 1E-21

0.51

0.04

Limestone

MD13

0.2

1E-20

0.51

0.1

MD14

0.05

1E-21

0.51

0.03

MD15

0.05

1E-21

0.51

0.01
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Mortar type

MN1: MnDot
standard, 15% Fly
ash, 4% air
MN2: Same as
MN1, 15% fly ash,
2.7% air
MN3: Same as to
MN1, 15% fly ash,
2.5% air
MN4: Same as
MN1, no fly ash,
2.5% air
MN6: Similar to
MN1, 30% C fly
ash, 2.5% air
MN6-finer pores:
Same as MN1, 30%
C fly ash, 2.5% air

0.228

0.306
0.78
2
0.344
0.261
0.261

5.1.1 Effect of air entrainment
Figure 14 illustrates the simulated pore liquid pressure (a) – (c), bulk strain (d) –
(f), and tangential stresses (g) – (i) for three mixture designs containing variable air
contents: 1) 0 % air content, 2) marginal air entrainment system with spacing factor of
0.8 mm and 3) recommended air entrainment system with a spacing factor of 0.2 mm.
The concrete sphere is cooled to –10 °C at a rate of 2 °C/h. It is evident that the decrease
in bubble spacing decreases damage propensity by quickly relaxing the pore pressure
and reducing the magnitude of the peak tensile tangential stresses developed at the
matrix outer boundary. In the non-air-entrained concrete, since there are no air voids
present in the mortar matrix, high hydraulic pore pressure of around 9 MPa is developed
at the aggregate center resulting in dilation of the aggregate, a phenomenon known as
Mandel-Cryer effect in oil and gas industries (see section 4.2 for a detailed discussion).
The pore pressure in this case is determined by the atmospheric pressure at the concrete
boundary. As a result, the mortar squeezes the expansive aggregate particle, and peak
tensile tangential stress of about 0.6 MPa is developed at the outer boundary of the
mortar matrix. This tangential stress, over successive freeze thaw cycles, can cause
damage to the concrete pavement. The hydraulic pore pressure can be reduced if air
voids are provided in the mortar matrix where the expelled water from the frozen
capillary pores is relieved and freezes instantaneously without inducing crystal growth
pressure. The magnitude of the hydraulic pressure can be significantly reduced by
lowering the air void spacing and reducing the distance that the water has to travel from
the expelled sites. A reduction of around 4 MPa of hydraulic pressure can reduce the
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crack initiating tensile stresses from 0.6 MPa (non-air-entrained concrete Figure 14 (g))
to around 0.3 MPa (Figure 14 (i)) if a spacing factor of 0.2 mm can be attained. It is also
seen that the reduction in the spacing factor accompanies decreased expansion at the
aggregate core and a slight increase in contraction as concrete is cooled to −10 °C.
Average bulk strain of these three mixture designs are simulated and presented in Figure
14 (j). For the non-air-entrained concrete, initial contraction caused by the thermal
deformation of various phases (ice, water, aggregate and mortar matrix) is offset by the
dilation resulting from the hydraulic pressure and the micro-cryo-suction process, and
hence expansion is observed everywhere in the sphere. However, due to the
instantaneous equilibration of the pore pressure at the outermost boundary, the mortar
shell starts contracting and a strain gradient develops across the concrete sphere. As the
excess of supercooled water dissipates to the surface of the sphere (non-air-entrained
concrete) or that of the air void (air-entrained), a net contraction is observed. For airentrained concrete, due to the presence of uniformly distributed air bubbles, which
freeze the expelled water immediately, mortar matrix depressurizes itself and adds to the
overall contraction of the constituent phases. Consequently, a decrease in air-void
spacing reduces the dilation of the saturated concrete which is consistent with the results
published by Kang et al. [27]. A reduction in air void spacing also increases the ultimate
contraction of the concrete composite as shown in Figure 14 (j).
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Figure 14. Modeled pore pressure ( p L ) , bulk strain (ekk ) , and tangential stresses (st ) for non-air-entrained
concrete (mixture design 1 (MD1)), and air-entrained concrete with 0.8 mm (MD2) and 0.2 mm (MD3) spacing factor.
Superscripts a and p denote aggregate and mortar matrix, respectively. Dq is the change in temperature and measured
as qm - q . Here, qm is the melting temperature (i.e., 0 °C), and q is the current temperature.
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5.1.2 Effect of light weight aggregate on freezing stresses with variable spacing factors
Tangential stress distributions in concrete containing high-porosity, highpermeability, aggregates (characteristics of light weight aggregates), for three different
scenarios (concrete with 0.2 mm spacing factor (MD4), 0.8 mm spacing factor (MD5),
and non-air-entrained concrete (MD6)) are presented in Figure 15. It has been observed
that, although non-air-entrained light weight aggregate concrete can sustain mild winter
where temperature drops to around – 5 °C Figure 15 (a), it can cause high tensile stresses
at the aggregate center if used in very harsh winters where temperature decreases below
– 10 °C Figure 15(b). Similar results are demonstrated by several studies performed on
light weight aggregate concrete exposed to severe freezing suggested by the ASTM
C666 procedure [115, 116]. The peak tensile stresses expected in harsh winters can be
mitigated using air entrainment. However, for small freeze-thaw cycles, with
temperature above – 5 °C, air voids can cause high tensile tangential stress at the matrix
outer boundary, and may prove less efficient than the non-air-entrained concrete in
mitigating freezing damage. Since the air entrained mortar depressurizes as the air voids
act as expansion reservoirs and cryo pumps [42], the mortar shell contracts.
Subsequently, the mortar shell experiences tensile tangential stress as it constrains the
aggregate that does not contain any air filled pores. The resulting high stress may
propagate to the ITZ if the spacing factor is further reduced (Figure 15(a)) and may in
turn initiate cracks in the ITZ, making air-entrained concrete susceptible to thermal
cracking. A similar conclusion was deduced by Verbeck and Landgren (1960), who
hypothesized that high-porosity, high-permeability aggregates with coarse pore structure
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can cause failure to the surrounding mortar by building high external pressure
[11].Development of high stress in the aggregate center, as shown in Figure 15 (b), is
also in good agreement with the experimental studies performed by Mao et al (2009).
Their work on the damage analysis of lightweight aggregate concrete shows that microcracks originate in the aggregate particle and spread to the nearby mortar when exposed
to harsh freeze-thaw tests [116]. The modeling also suggests that to effectively protect
light weight aggregate concrete in harsh winters, it is crucial to achieve the
recommended air void spacing factor since high spacing factor will cause high tensile
tangential stresses at the aggregate center.
5.1.3 Effect of SCM and low w/c on freezing stress with variable bubble spacing factor
SCMs are widely used in the majority of the concrete mixtures in highway
pavements, and there is evidence that SCMs adversely react with some air entraining
admixtures, thus affecting the air void system parameters. A high dosage of SCM tends
to induce higher spacing factor than the air-entrained concrete without any SCM [117].
The mixture designs selected for this study are adopted from the Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP) report that highlighted the durability responses of several
concrete specimens with varying amount of SCMs (added as a partial replacement of
cement by mass) and marginal air content [107]. The corresponding mixture design
parameters are listed in Table 4 for MD10-15. All these specimens showed a minimum
durability factor of 95 despite of exhibiting spacing factor more than the maximum
requirement [107]. The resulting stress analyses for these mixture designs are shown in
Figure 16. A cooling rate of −2 °C/h is used to reduce the temperature to –20 °C. It is
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seen that the mixture designs MD10 – MD14 showed similar peak tensile stresses at the
paste inner and outer boundaries, which is consistent with the findings of the original
report. However, MD15 was predicted to exhibit twice as much stress as the other
mixture designs, suggesting that very fine pores (pore radii < 0.05 μm for both the
aggregate and mortar matrix, Table 4, MD15) may adversely affect durability of
concrete by inducing high crystallization pressure for prolonged period and causing
extended peak tensile stresses. Similar projections of durability are also possible for high
contents of SCMs, which implies that there is an optimum amount of SCMs that
provides good durability. This optimum SCM content is reported to be 15%, above
which further increases in SCMs were claimed to reduce durability unfavorably by
adversely affecting the moisture movement within the pore space [107, 117]. Numerous
studies [50, 51, 53-55] on high strength concrete with low w/c ratio also confirmed the
modeled trends presented herein; i.e. the required spacing factor for low-porosity, lowpermeability mortar or cement matrix with fine pores may be higher than the durability
requirement of a maximum spacing of 0.2 mm. Thus, the ACI 318 specification of
minimum air content may be overly conservative for low w/c, high strength concrete
with or without the addition of SCMs.
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Figure 15. Effect of light weight aggregate and air entrainment on the tangential stresses (st ) for MD4, MD5,
and MD6.
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Figure 16. Effect of SCMs and the air void spacing factor on the tangential
stresses (st ) developed in the concrete sphere (MD10 −15). Superscripts a and p
denote aggregate and mortar matrix, respectively.
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5.1.4 Effect of environmental exposure
To study the significance of the magnitude and duration of the minimum
temperature to which concrete is exposed, three different cooling rates have been
studied: 2 °C/h, 5 °C/h, and 10 °C/h. The resulting average bulk strain, maximum pore
liquid pressure generated at the aggregate center, and the peak tensile stress developed at
the mortar outermost boundary are reported in Figure 17. The spacing factor of 0.2 mm
is maintained for all three mixtures. As seen in the figure, a slight expansion is observed
for high cooling rates as the concrete sphere is cooled to −5 °C. This expansion is due to
the limited time available for pressurized water to travel to the nearest air void
associated with the faster cooling rate. At very low temperatures, a constant contraction
is observed that is independent of the cooling rate. The reason behind this uniform
contraction is probably that at low temperatures all excess pore pressure is completely
dissipated, and the resulting contraction caused by the thermal deformation of various
phases and depressurization of the expelled water in the air voids is a function of
material constituent properties, and does not depend on the cooling rate. This
observation substantiates the claim that existing, standardized laboratory tests that
incorporate very high cooling rates in assessing concrete durability are overly severe and
thus may under predict durability of certain concrete mixture designs. Furthermore, the
results depict that the maximum recommended spacing factor may not be adequate for
cold regions where temperature drops at a very high rate. An efficient way to mitigate
this problem would be to adopt a concrete mixture design that utilizes high permeability
aggregates and/or smaller sized aggregate particles that would quickly dissipate the
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draulic pore pressure relieving the teensile stressees. Average bulk strain, pore pressurre,
hyd
and
d the tangenttial stresses for such con
ncrete mixturres are simuulated in Figuure 18,
sup
pporting thiss claim.

5.2
2

Summaary

Poroelaasticity has been
b
utilized
d to determinne the role off various conncrete
con
nstituents an
nd air void sy
ystem on thee damage proopensity of cconcrete expposed to
freezing tempeeratures. It iss found that a maximum threshold off acceptancee, for instancce a
0.2
2 mm spacing
g factor, may
y not be adeequate for alll concrete m
mixture desiggns subject too
varrious cooling
g conditions. The model also suggessts that concrrete with low
w-porosity,
low
w-permeabiliity mortar matrix,
m
a charracteristic prroperty of m
mortar containning
sup
pplementary cementitiou
us materials and/or low w
water to cem
ment ratio, caan perform
satisfactorily under
u
freezin
ng temperatu
ures even witth a spacing factor greateer than the
reccommended value. If utillized for dessign, this moodel will givee more freeddom to
praactitioners in
n ensuring co
oncrete durab
bility by conntrolling mulltiple factorss including tthe
con
ncrete mixtu
ure componen
nts and prop
portions rath er than just ssatisfying a single pass/ffail
critterion for vo
oid spacing factor
f
for all concrete miixtures.
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Figure 17. Effect of cooling rate on the average bulk strain (ekk ) , pore
pressure at the aggregate center ( p a - L ) , and peak tangential stresses (stp )
developed at the matrix outer boundary for the mixture designs, MD7 with cooling
rate of 2 °C/h, 5 °C/h, and 10 °C/h.
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stresses developed at the matrix outer boundary (stp ) exposed to a cooling rate of
10 °C/h (MD7, MD8, MD9, & MD10).
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6

EVALU
UATING CON
NCRETE COMPATIBIILITY FOR THE CONS
STRUCTION
N
OF
O LNG TAN
NKS6

In section 6.1, the theory of unssaturated freeezing porouus media is ap
applied to
mo
odel deformaation of conccrete, whose pore networrk is pressurrized by the w
wet air, frozzen
icee, and unfrozzen water. A general solu
ution schemee is providedd for the apppropriate
bou
undary cond
ditions pertaiining to the primary
p
conccrete containnment in a liiquefied
nattural gas tank
k in section 6.2. Effect of
o cooling raate, moisturee content, andd cryoswelling is pressented in secction 6.3 to inform
i
practtitioners abouut the probaable range off
theermal deform
mation exhibited by conccrete cooled from room ttemperate too cryogenic
tem
mperatures.

6..1

Deform
mation of fullly and parttially saturaated concrette

Determ
mination of frree strain ind
duced in freeezing concreete completelly saturated
witth water follows the sam
me proceduree described inn section 3.33. In case off a partially
satu
urated porou
us body subjected to freeezing, a thirdd phase, J  G representting the gas
phaase has to bee introduced,, and  f of (3.41) must be modifiedd such that

f 

bC pC  bG pG  b L p L  3 K   7
,
3K

(66.1)

6

Reprintted with permisssion from Rah
hman, S., et al.., Simulation off Mass, Linearr Momentum, aand
Eneergy Transportt in Concrete with
w Varying Moisture
M
Contennt during Coolling to Cryogennic Temperaturres.
Traansport in Porou
us Media, 2016
6. 112(1): p. 13
39-166. Copyrright 2016 Spriinger Science+
+Business Meddia
Dorrdrecht.
7
The gass pressure, p G , is generally much
m
smaller thhan the liquid aand crystal preessures, but is
inclluded for comp
pleteness.
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along with
b  bC  bG  b L  1 

K
.
Ks

(6.2)

Determination of b C , b G and b L is provided along with the state equations
associated with unsaturated thermo-poro-elastic material in APPENDIX B. For a porous
material partially saturated with a gaseous phase and partially saturated with liquid
water, the pore liquid pressure provoked by the gas-liquid interface may be expressed by
the Laplace equation,
pG  p L 

2 GL
rG L

,

(6.3)

where rG L denotes the current circumferentially averaged radius of curvature of the gasliquid interface formed by the evaporation process, and  G L is the surface energy of the
gas-liquid interface. Kelvin’s law relates the isothermal pore liquid pressure to the
current relative humidity, hr as
pG  p L  

R
ln  hr  .
VL

(6.4)

Here, R represents the ideal gas constant, V L is the molar volume of the pore liquid.
Equations. (6.3) and (6.4) combine to give

1
R

ln  hr  .
rG L
2 G L V L

(6.5)

Consequently, the liquid saturation, S L , which is the function of the largest pores
having the approximate entry radius rG L can be specified as
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S L  S L  rG L  .

(6.6)

Once the temperature is reduced below the melting point and pore radius is large
enough to accommodate crystallization, the capillary pressure on the crystal is dictated
by the Laplace equation,

pC  p L 

2 C L
rC L

.

(6.7)

Therefore, along with the thermodynamic equilibrium between the solid and
liquid phases governed by (3.36), radius of the crystal-liquid interface, rC L , can be
expressed as





1
1

m    m   1   C  L  p L  patm  .
rC L
2 C L

(6.8)

The current liquid saturation can then be determined as the function of the largest
pores with the entry radius rC L that are still filled with liquid water. Thus,
S L  S L  rC L  .

(6.9)

Crystal saturation can be calculated from the conservation of the overall mass of
water in all forms (e.g., crystal and liquid, and assuming that the rate of evaporation is
much slower than the rate of crystallization). If the current liquid mass is

tL  L  0 StL  L , the current ice mass is 0 S tC  C , the liquid mass at the previous time
step is 0 S tL1  L , and the ice mass at the previous time step is 0 StC1  C , mass
conservation of water allows us to write

0 StL  L  0 StC  C   0 StL1  L  0 StC1  C ,
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(6.10)

wh
here subscrip
pt t and t 1 denote the current timee step and thee previous tiime step,
resspectively. Rearranging
R
(6.10),
(
the cu
urrent ice saaturation cann be written iin the form
StC  StC1   StL1  StL

L
 C .

(6.111)

Cu
urrent gas satturation can then be deteermined as
StG  1  StC  StL .

(6.112)

When concrete
c
is partially saturrated, expellled water froom the freeziing sites cann
flow
w towards th
he empty po
ores allowing
g the expansiion caused bby the densitty change in
(6.11). Upon en
ntering thesee empty porees with bigg er radius thaan the freezinng sites, sincce
waater evaporattes from the biggest
b
poree as dictated by (6.5), waater freezes iinstantly. Thhis
enttire freezing mechanism is shown in Figure 19. T
Therefore, thhe pore liquiid can be
con
nsidered to be
b bounded by
b ice on all sides and thhe equilibriuum pressure oof the liquidd is
dicctated by the ice-liquid in
nterface as given
g
by (3.336), where icce is in contaact with the
weet air.

6.2
6

Concrrete tank subjected to ccryogenic teemperaturess

Concrete can underrgo significaant drop in teemperature w
when it is used as the
primary contain
nment of LN
NG. In comp
posite concreete LNG tankks the primaary concrete
waall is directly
y exposed to LNG on thee inside surfaace, and wraapped with carbon-steel
liqu
uid and vapo
or barrier and perlite insu
ulator on thee outside surrface [118] aas shown in
Fig
gure 20 (a). The
T appropriiate boundarry conditionss pertaining to this probllem are
dep
picted in Fig
gure 20 (b). Such
S
a probllem can be m
modeled connsidering defformation in
onlly one directtion with a sttress free surrface which gives
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 yy   zz  0 ,

(6.13)

and 8

 x  T11  0 .

(6.14)

Thus, the nonzero stresses and strains can be determined as

 y  T22   z  T23   3 K

1  2  
1   f

(6.15)

and

 kk   xx 

1    .
1   f

(6.16)

Here,  and  stand for stress and strain, respectively, with subscripts x, y and z
denoting the three orthogonal directions. The term  kk denotes the bulk (volumetric)
strain. For the inside surface exposed to cryogenic temperatures, if the temperature
induced by the cryogenic liquid is termed as cryo and the reference temperature is
chosen as m  273K (0 C) , we can write that

  x  0, t    cryo .

(6.17)

The other side of the wall, on the other hand, assumes limited heat transfer due to
the perlite insulator such that

  P 
  

,



 x  x  d , t   x  x  d , t 

(6.18)

8

Here, we’ve presumed that the pressure exerted by the LNG on the inner side of the tank is
negligible. Depending on the depth of the LNG in the tank, this presumption may only apply nearer to the
top of the tank.
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where,  P is the temperature in the perlite layer, and d stands for the thickness of the
primary concrete containment wall. On the outer boundary of the perlite layer,
temperature is assumed to be fixed at the reference temperature.

water

gas

gas/liquid interface
with entry radius rGL

gas

ice

water

crystal/liquid interface
with entry radius rCL

gas

water is expelled to the nearest
bigger pores to accommodate
expansion of the frozen water

ice

water

unconfined water freezes
instantly upon entering the bigger
pores

Figure 19. Schematics of freezing mechanisms in partially saturated
concrete

6.2.1 Pore pressure in the fully saturated concrete

For the fully saturated non-air-entrained concrete, initial pore liquid pressure is in
equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure ( patm ),
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p Lx , t  0  patm .

(6.19)

When the temperature is dropped below the melting point, water on the surface will
freeze immediately setting ice in equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure so that
p Cx  0 , t   patm .

(6.20)

Pore liquid pressure at the interior boundary can therefore be given by the water-ice
thermodynamic condition (3.36)
pLx  0, t   

L
      patm .
 C m m cryo

(6.21)

On the outer surface where the concrete wall is water tight due to the carbon steel liner

 p L 
0.


 x  x  d , t 

(6.22)

In addition to the above mentioned boundary conditions, for the air-entrained
concrete, due to the presence of the air bubbles, pore liquid pressure is relieved at a
distance equivalent to the aggregate radius (ri) plus the air bubble spacing ( L ), and
therefore can be written as
pC  x  ri  L , t   patm ,

(6.23)

such that, to meet the liquid-crystal thermodynamic equilibrium,
pLx  ri  L , t   

L
      patm ,
C m m

(6.24)

with  denoting the temperature at the air bubble surface. Condition (6.23) implies that
the displaced unfrozen water freezes instantaneously upon entering the air-voids, and
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hese air-void
ds are large enough
e
to acccommodate indefinite ggrowth of icee
asssumes that th
witthout confiniing it.
6.2.2

Pore pressure in the partiaally saturated concrete

Initially
y, pore liquid
d in the partiially saturateed concrete iis in equilibrrium with thhe
porre gaseous phase,
p
the iniitial pore liqu
uid pressuree is given by (6.4). Conseequently, thee
inittial liquid saaturation can
n be obtained
d from (6.6). As the tempperature dropps below thee
freezing point, water will freeze
f
in the bigger poress and expandd. Liquid in the adjacentt
sm
maller pores will
w then flow
w to the nearrest empty ppores to accoommodate thhis expansionn.
Sin
nce these em
mpty pores arre bigger than the currenntly freezing pores as waater evaporattes
from the biggest pores imp
posed by (6.5
5), water willl freeze insttantly and reach
equ
uilibrium. As a result, po
ore liquid wiill be confineed by the froozen ice crysstals on all
sid
des, and the pore
p
liquid pressure
p
is su
ustained by tthe liquid-icee interface. A
Assuming thhat
thee porous spacce never fillss with ice co
ompletely, w
we can write

pC  p G  patm ,

(6.225)

and
d

pL  

L
      patmm everywherre in the part
rtially saturatted concretee9.
C m m
6.3

(6.226)

Ressults and disscussions

To implement the proposed
p
mo
odel, we conssider a fully saturated 0..4 m thick
con
ncrete wall used
u
for prim
mary contain
nment of LNG
G. Temperatture at the innterior surfacce,

9

We assu
ume that equiliibrium is achieeved instantly eeverywhere in the unsaturated strips of Figuure

24.
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i.e. at x  0 in Figure 20 (b), is reduced at a rate of 0.5 °C/hr [74]down to 150°C from
the reference temperature,  m , taken as 0 C . As a design requirement practiced in field,
we also consider that the primary concrete wall is insulated by a 1 m thick perlite layer
[74]. Thermal properties of concrete and perlite used in this simulation are

c  2 W m1 K 1 , p  0.04 W m1 K 1 , C p c  0.75 J kg 1 K 1 , C p p  387 J kg 1 K 1 ,
with superscripts c and p denoting concrete and perlite, respectively. In addition, we let

 c  2400 kg m3 ,  p  100 kg m3 as well as R*  0.05μm, m  0.5, 0  0.15,
k  1.7 1019 m 2 , K s  45  103 MPa,   6 106 C1 , and v  0.2 . Furthermore,

 L  1.79 103 Pa s at 0 °C, K L  1.79 103 MPa and  L  98.77 106 C1 at 10°C
for supercooled water, and K C  7.81103 MPa and  C  51.67 106 C1 at 10°C
for ice crystals are adopted [1]. Liquid density,  L , and crystal density, C , are
assumed to be 999.8kg m3 and 916.7 kg m3 at 0°C , respectively [1]. Additionally,  m
L
is considered to be 1.2 MPa C1 [1, 16], and liquid degree of saturation, S , is

determined using the van Genuchten model [83] as described in section 4.2.
Intrinsic permeability, being a dominant material characteristic that governs the
fluid transport in a porous body, affects the pore pressure and the tensile stresses
substantially, as the liquid in pores transforms into crystals at freezing temperatures
[119] or gas at constant or elevated temperatures [120, 121]. Relative permeability
models [88, 93, 94] of unsaturated porous body, whose pore network is gradually
invaded by solid crystals blocking the pore entry, are based on simple pore geometry and
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do not represent the complex pore network of real materials, especially those with
permeability less than 10-14 m2 [90-92, 95-97]. In addition, it is very likely that the
extensive cooling to cryogenic temperatures, targeted in this work, will induce freezing
damage creating macropores and lead to much more complex pore network, especially in
partially saturated concrete where relative permeability is already a function of three
phases coexisting in the pore network- water, ice, and humid air. Such complex
permeability cannot be captured accurately using the simple models that are originally
developed to model two-phase flow, and hence a constant permeability is used in this
work knowing that the modeled results may inaccurately predict the pore pressure and
tensile stresses (see section 4.3) obtained with the relative permeability functions
available in literature. However, as claimed by Powers and Willis [2], ice blockage has
negligible effect on permeability since the pore blocking effect may be offset by
microcracking induced during the freezing process.
Since a high magnitude of pore pressure is expected to be developed as the
temperature is dropped to 150°C , and pore pressure and liquid saturation are
interdependent, the Crank-Nicolson [122] scheme is used to numerically solve (3.40) for
the pore fluid pressure field. For a fully saturated non-air-entrained concrete, boundary
conditions (6.19) to (6.22) are utilized and the resulting temperature gradient, pore liquid
pressure field, pore liquid saturation, bulk strains and vertical stress distributions are
plotted in Figure 21. As we can see from Figure 21 (a), temperature gradient gradually
increases as concrete is cooled to 150°C, exhibiting higher temperature at the outer
boundary than the surface directly exposed to the cryogenic temperature. When water
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progressively transforms to ice, high hydraulic pressure is developed by the displaced
unfrozen water due to the volume expansion of ice (Figure 21 (b)). This hydraulic
pressure increases towards the outer boundary as the distance that the expelled water has
to travel to the escape boundary increases. Consequently, the freezing temperature for
ice crystallization at the outermost surface is suppressed by several degrees as shown in
Figure 21 (c). Maximum expansion is therefore observed at the outer surface, developing
peak compression. Once this hydraulic pressure dissipates at around 32°C, almost
90% of the pore liquid freezes and uniform pore pressure is established everywhere. At
this point, as most pores contain frozen ice, deformation caused by the thermal
contraction of the ice and solid matrix surpasses the swelling caused by cryo-suction and
the thermal expansion of liquid water on cooling (note the negative coefficient for
supercooled water), and creates a strain gradient with a steady decrease towards the
outer boundary. This strain gradient presented in Figure 21 (d) is mainly caused by the
temperature gradient across the concrete wall shown in Figure 21 (a). Accordingly, peak
tensile stress is developed in the vertical direction at the innermost surface directly
exposed to cryogenic liquid (Figure 21 (e)).
For air-entrained concrete, in addition to the boundary conditions applied at the
two outer surfaces, we assume that air bubbles are uniformly distributed with a spacing
of 250μm, and equilibrium is locally achieved by the ice boundary pressure at the air
void surface governed by (6.24). Due to the presence of air voids, excess pore water
quickly escapes to these air voids relieving the pore pressure (Figure 22 (a)), and freezes
instantly. The resulting suction (Figure 22 (b)) draws water from the unfrozen pores to
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the air-void surface, and expedites crystallization (Figure 22 (c)). Consequently, a
gradual contraction (Figure 22 (d)) is observed, resulting in steady increase in stresses
(Figure 22 (e)) along the Y and Z directions.
6.3.1 Effect of cooling rate

In order to demonstrate the effect of cooling rate the following material
properties are assumed: R*  0.05μm, m  0.5, 0  0.15, k  1.7 1019 m 2 ,
6
1
K s  45  103 MPa,   6 10 C and v  0.2 . LNG temperature is reduced at a rate of

0.5, 1, and 2 °C/hr. Values obtained at the innermost surface ( x 0m ) directly exposed
to LNG are shown by the solid black lines in Figure 23. Plots with triangular, circular,
and square markers show results at the reverse side ( x 0.4m ). As expected, identical
temperature values are obtained for both the non-air-entrained and air-entrained concrete
for the same cooling rate (Figure 23 (a)). However, high hydraulic pressure (Figure 23
(b)) is generated for the non-air-entrained concrete because pore liquid has to travel
greater distance than the air-entrained concrete to relieve the pressure. This high pressure
suppresses pore liquid freezing temperature (Figure 23 (c)) by several degrees. This
suppression of crystallization is further elevated by higher cooling rate. Consequently,
higher expansion is observed for higher cooling rate in non-air-entrained concrete as
shown in (Figure 23 (d)). Therefore, high pore pressure is expected to develop for high
cooling rate making concrete vulnerable to compressive failure. Once water in most
pores freezes, and hydraulic pressure disappears, the porous body starts to contract at an
accelerated rate. For faster cooling rate, high temperature gradient and high pore
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d freezing an
nd creates lesss contractioon developing less stress at
preessure delayss pore liquid
thee outer bound
dary than thee slower coo
oling rate (Fiigure 23 (e))). It should bbe noted thatt
thee peak magniitude of the strain (negattive) and streesses are inddependent off the coolingg
ratee since the maximum
m
strress and contraction mosstly occur at the interior surface
directly in conttact with thee cryogenic liquid where equilibrium
m is attained instantly.

Figure 20. (a) A co
omposite concrete cryoogenic tank section. Imaage courtesyy
BergerABAM
M, (b) Bound
dary conditions pertain
ning to the p
primary con
ncrete
ntainment wall
w shown in
i (a)
con
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Figure 21. (a) Temperature, (b) pore liquid pressure, (c) liquid saturation,
(d) bulk strain, and (e) stresses in the Y and Z directions in a 0.4 m thick concrete
(non-air-entrained) wall directly exposed to cryogenic temperature at x 0m . The
concrete wall is simulated as liquid tight and insulated with perlite layer on the
reverse side.
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Figure 22. (a) Temperature, (b) pore liquid pressure, (c) liquid saturation,
(d) bulk strain, and (e) stresses in the Y and Z directions in a 0.4 m thick concrete
(air-entrained) wall directly exposed to cryogenic temperature at x 0m . The
concrete wall is liquid tight and insulated with perlite layer on the reverse side.
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Figure 23. Effect of cooling rate on (a) temperature profile, (b) pore liquid
pressure, (c) liquid saturation, (d) bulk strain, and (e) stresses for non-air-entrained
and air-entrained primary containment concrete wall. Plots with markers (solid
and empty triangular, circular and square) represent variables at the reverse side
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contact with the LNG ( x 0m ).
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6.3.2 Effect of moisture content

In the preceding section a completely saturated concrete wall is considered,
which seldom represents the field condition. In reality, when exposed to the surrounding
environment, a fully saturated concrete body dries out on the surface through
evaporation of the pore liquid due to the decrease in relative humidity. In order to
simulate this internal moisture gradient that arises through surface drying, a fully
saturated concrete strip ( S L 1 ) is considered to be bounded by unsaturated strips with

SL  0.8 on both sides (as shown in Figure 24) such that the initial spatial mean liquid
saturation is calculated to be 0.90. Furthermore, we assume the same concrete properties
as before so that R*  0.05μm, m  0.5, 0  0.15, k  1.7 1019 m2 ,
K s  45  103 MPa,   6 106C1 and v  0.2 . For the unsaturated strips, pore

pressure is determined as prescribed in section 6.2.2, and for the middle saturated strip,
pore pressure is determined the same way described in section 6.2.1 with the boundary
values obtained from that calculated for the adjacent unsaturated strip. The resulting
plots are shown in Figure 25. At the unsaturated zones, no hydraulic pore pressure is
developed since the excess water is accommodated by the bigger pores emptied by
drying. The saturated strip in the middle, however, showed slight increase in the pore
pressure due to hydraulic expansion. Once this pore pressure is dissipated, and almost all
pore water freezes, similar pore pressure profile, strain, and stresses to that for airentrained concrete are observed. The comparative results for the mean (spatial average)
pore liquid pressure, liquid saturation, bulk strain, and stresses (along the Y and Z
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directions) of the partially and fully saturated non-air-entrained concrete and fully
saturated air-entrained concrete are shown in Figure 26. The mean of a function, f , is
obtained through
 f 

1
d



xd

0

f dx .

(6.27)

Here, d represents the thickness of the wall. As we can see, the mean peak
hydraulic pore pressure is partially alleviated by the unsaturated concrete strips on both
sides, and fully alleviated by the entrained air-bubbles in the air-entrained concrete.
Also, air-entrained concrete shows less mean contraction than the fully saturated nonair-entrained concrete developing less mean stress along Y and Z directions. The
predicted trend of constant rate of contraction for the air entrained concrete follows the
same trend as experimental data (down to about −55 °C) presented by [113]. However,
Sun and Scherer [123] observed a significant deviation of the predicted results from the
experimental data for air entrained mortar cooled below −25 °C. Below this temperature,
the measured strain was observed to plateau, whereas the calculated strain kept
increasing as shown in Figure 26 (c). The authors [123] ascribed this discrepancy to
rupturing of liquid water pockets, reduced suction of the air voids caused by blockage of
the surface pores on the air voids and/or to the high hydraulic pressure triggered by the
gradual propagation of macroscopic ice into the mesopores. However, as previously
mentioned, the modeled strain qualitatively agrees with the measured strain reported by
[113], indicating that the poroelastic theory adopted in this work is adequate in modeling
the deformation of saturated air-entrained concrete cooled to cryogenic temperatures.
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Figure 25. (a) Temperature, (b) pore liquid pressure, (c) liquid saturation,
(d) bulk strain, and (e) stresses in the Y and Z directions in a 0.4 m thick partially
saturated non-air-entrained concrete wall.
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Figure 26. (a) Spatial mean pore liquid pressure, (b) spatial mean liquid
saturation, (c) spatial mean bulk strain, and (d) spatial mean stresses for fully and
partially saturated non-air-entrained, and air-entrained primary containment
concrete wall.
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6.3.3 Effect of cryogenic swelling

Several researchers have suggested that there has to be a liquid film separating
the solid crystal and solid matrix wall to establish the thermodynamic equilibrium
governed by the Thomson’s equation (3.36) [77, 124-127]. For a continuous drop in
temperature, equilibrium condition (3.36) requires the pressure difference pC 

C L
p
L

( patm being taken as zero reference pressure) to increase, which is attained by drawing
some extra liquid from the surrounding. In the already solidified pores at a temperature
well below the bulk melting point, where there is no source of bulk liquid water or the
entry channels are blocked by the frozen ice, this extra liquid is supplied by a premelted
liquid film obtained from the solidified crystal itself [77, 127, 128]. This phenomenon,
where liquid water is driven towards the already frozen pores, is known as cryo-suction,
and the successive increase in the pressure difference results in cryogenic swelling of the
porous body. Consequently, liquid saturation is constantly adjusted by this cryo-suction
process to sustain the premelted liquid film around the solid crystal [42]. It has been
proposed that the pressure associated with this liquid film is greater than the pressure of
the bulk fluid located a long distance away from the interface[77]. The extra pressure
associated with this thin film is referred to as disjoining pressure. The mobility of this
thin film is reported to be significantly lower than the diffusion of the bulk water [32,
33]. Furthermore, due to the short travel distance, tortuous pore network, and mass of
transported liquid being very limited, the assumption that the film remains static is fairly
justifiable.
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The poromechanical approach, as outlined by Coussy and applied in this work,
hypothesizes that the pressure on the pore wall of the solid skeleton can safely be
adopted as the crystal pressure, p C , thus neglecting the effect of the disjoining pressure
[77]. However, as pointed out by Scherer and shown later in section 7.2, this disjoining
pressure provides an upper bound on the crystallization pressure [15], introducing
discrepancies between the modeled results (that do not include the effect of disjoining
pressure) and experimental data.
For a low-porosity porous material, cryoswelling and thermal expansion of the
supercooled water may be offset by the thermal contraction of the solid matrix and the
solid crystal as presented in Figure 21 (d). However, the opposite phenomenon can be
observed if higher porosity material is considered (which is shown in Figure 27). For this
simulation, we let R*  0.05μm, m  0.5, 0  0.35, k  1.7 1019 m 2 ,
6
1
K s  45  103 MPa,   6 10 C , and v  0.2 . Unlike the strain profile in Figure 21

(d), when temperature is dropped below  40°C , and the pore pressure is uniform
everywhere, the interior surface contracts less in spite of exhibiting lower temperature
than the outer boundary. In this case, the effect of cryo-swelling is intensified by the
high porosity, surpassing thermal contraction of the solid matrix and ice crystal. As a
result, peak tensile stress is observed at the outer boundary of the concrete wall, which is
contrary to what we find for a low porosity material. It is worth noting that a maximum
hydraulic pore pressure of about 118 MPa and a thermal contraction of about  0.2%
are developed at the outer boundary for the high porosity ( 0  0.35 ) concrete (Figure 27
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(b)), which is much higher than that (about 65 MPa and  0.135% ) obtained for the low
porosity ( 0  0.15 ) concrete (Figure 21 (b)). On the other hand, at 150°C , a
maximum tensile stress of around 67 MPa (Figure 21 (e)) is observed at the interior
surface of the wall directly exposed to the cryogenic liquid for the low porosity (

0  0.15 ) concrete, while a tensile stress of about 38 MPa (Figure 27 (e)) is calculated
for the high porosity ( 0  0.35 ) concrete with a peak tensile stress of 56 MPa at the
outermost surface. This reduced stress coupled with high deformation can be linked to
the reduction in bulk modulus of the porous body (K) due to the increase in porosity. The
high stress values reported in this work may be due to the fact that the current model
does not include the viscoelastic relaxation and therefore over predicts the actual values
encountered in the field. Furthermore, the creation of new macropores induced by the
freezing damage may increase permeability and may considerably diminish the
destructive tensile stresses at cryogenic temperatures.
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Figure 27. Effect of cryo-swelling on the deformation of cryogenic concrete.
The wall surface in contact with the cryogenic fluid contracts less than the outer
boundary (d) because of the cryo-swelling induced by the thermodynamic
equilibrium and the subsequent cryo-suction.
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The sollid-liquid theermodynamiic equilibrium
m equation, extended in section 3.1,, is
plied here to
o evaluate thee influence of
o both the ddisjoining preessure and ddissolved ionns
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on the freezing
g point. Effecct of dissolved ions on thhe shifting oof pore liquidd freezing annd
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he deformatio
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nfluence of thhe disjoiningg pressure on the shiftinng
of pore
p
fluid an
nd the deform
mation of freeezing porouus concrete. Comparisonn with the
liteerature data is
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i section 7.3
3.

7.1

Effecct of dissolvved species

For sim
mulations, wee adopted thee following vvalues relateed to the porrous body:

0  0.26, K s  31.8GPa,  14.5 1006C1 andd v  0.2 . Fuurthermore, w
we let

0°C for supeercooled waater, and
K L 1.79 GPa and  L   98.77 106 C1 at -10
K C  7.81GPaa and  C  51.67
5
106 C1 at -10°°C for ice crrystals [1]. S 0L is
dettermined using the formu
ula
n

S =å N
L
0

i =1

L -i

S

L -i
0*

n

- Rå N L-i ln N L-i ,

(77.1)

i =1

wh
here i includees all the speecies in the liquid phase including w
water. For callculating S 0L ,
- 2O
wee assume S 0*L-H
he pure
= 69.9 J//mol/K and S 0*L-S = S 0*solutte = 72.11J/m
mol/K for th

144J/mol/K .
com
mponents. In
n addition, we
w use S 0C = S 0C - H 2O = 444.8 J/mol/K aand R=8.31
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The resulting saturation degree, pore pressure, and the strain diagrams are shown
in Figure 28. It can be seen that an increase in the salt concentration decreases pore
water freezing temperature and limits the crystal saturation, SC . However, high pore
pressure still builds up resulting in high expansion for concrete specimens saturated with
high concentration NaCl solutions. This contradicting phenomenon, where higher
expansion is observed for lower ice volume fraction, can be attributed to the reduction in
liquid volume due to the increase in salt concentration. For this particular problem, this
dependency of volume on the salt concentration is defined by the following function
fitted to the experimental data [28]
V0L =V0L -H 2O +

m1 x
,
1+ m2 x

(7.2)

where m1 =- 20.618 and m2 = 4.215 for NaCl solution. Furthermore, we assume,
V0L -H 2 O =18.07 cm 3 /mol and V0C -H 2O = 19.73cm 3 /mol .

According to this relation, an increase in molar fraction of the dissolved ions, x,
results in a net decrease in the molar volume of the pore solution. The dependency of the
molar fraction on the liquid saturation is obtained using the formula
n

åN
x=

i

i =1

æ n
÷÷ö
H2O
i ç
i
N
N
S
b
+
ç
å
L÷
÷ø
ççèå
i =1
i =1
n

.

(7.3)

As ice crystallizes in the pore network, more solvent (i.e. liquid water) is taken
away from the solution, and thus the molar fraction of the salt increases with the
diminishing liquid saturation. For modeling purposes, we determined S L using an
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empirical constitutive relation proposed by van Genuchten, [83]. Figure 29 graphically
illustrates how the decreasing molar volume of the solution contributes to the hydraulic
pressure as the temperature drops below the melting point. The ratio,

V0C
defines the
V0L

density differences between the pore solution and the crystal. Due to this density

V0L
discrepancy, expansive hydraulic pressure builds up in the pore network. When C 1
V0
is unity, no hydraulic pressure is generated (note that (3.45) becomes null). For pure
liquid water and pure ice crystals,

pure ice,

V0L
1.09 . In contrast, for a mixture of saltwater and
V0C

V0L
1.09 , with the magnitude increasing as more pure ice precipitates out of
V0C

the salt solution, which increases the molar concentration of salt (and thus the overall
liquid density) in the remaining solution. The more

V0L
deviates from unity, the higher
V0C

the magnitude of hydraulic pore pressure. As a result, as the salt concentration increases
with decreasing liquid volume, elevated expansion is observed making the material more
susceptible to freezing damage. In a very recent study, acoustic emission activities were
detected for mortar specimens saturated with high concentration NaCl solutions [129].
The expansive hydraulic pressure might be the reason why even with the suppressed ice
growth, higher concentration NaCl solutions cause more damage than the pure water. It
is also interesting to note that the magnitude of the maximum strain and pore pressure
not only depends on the solute concentration but also on the lowest temperature to which
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the specimen is exposed. Figure 28 shows that concrete filled with pure water exhibits
the maximum expansion below -15°C , whereas between -15°C to -20°C , 3% or
6% salt solution seem to be the most detrimental. Concrete saturated with 15% NaCl
solution, on the other hand, develops the maximum damaging expansion when the
temperature is dropped further below -20°C . It is therefore possible to obtain an
optimum salt concentration for which the maximum damaging expansion can occur for
saturated concrete exposed to a certain minimum temperature.
Another set of data are plotted in Figure 30 where all the parameters used to
model Figure 28 were utilized, except a finer pore size distribution is simulated in this
case. Here we see that because of the finer pore sizes, the crystal saturation is suppressed
so much that the influence of the hydraulic pressure is overcome resulting in less
expansion for concrete specimens with high salt concentration than for those with pure
water. Thence, whether the specimen saturated with salt concentration will expand more
or less than that filled with pure water depends on multiple factors: hydraulic pressure
due to the density differences between the pore solution and ice crystals, amount of ice
in the pore volume, thermal expansion and contraction of the various constituents,
suction of pore liquid to the already frozen pores, and the interfacial interactions
between the various phases. Which of these mechanisms will dominate is dictated by the
constituent properties, the pore characteristics of the porous body, solute concentration
in the pore solution, and the lowest temperature applied to the concrete. An example of
the significance of properties of material constituents on the deformation of the porous
body is presented in Figure 31. Figure 31 shows that despite generation of the same pore
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Figure 28. Effect of salt concentrations in pore solution on the liquid
saturation, pore pressure, and strain of a sealed concrete specimen. Depending on
the minimum temperature to which concrete is exposed, an optimum salt
concentration is possible to achieve that causes maximum strains.
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pressure for materials with two different porosities ( 0  0.26 and 0  0.13 ), reducing
the porosity by half can reduce the effect of hydraulic pressure and cause contraction
rather than expansion of the porous body. Hence, reduction in porosity by lowering the
water to cement mass ratio or by using supplementary cementitious materials will not
only safeguard concrete from harmful substances invading the pore network, but also
reduce the damage susceptibility by lowering the expansion. One should note here that
both Figure 30 and Figure 31 consider the influence of disjoining pressure (which is
discussed in the following section) in addition to the effects of pore solution speciation
in determining the liquid-crystal phase transition.
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Figure 30. Effect of salt concentrations in pore solution on the liquid
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7.2

Disjoining pressure and
a its conttribution to crystal growth

If we neeglect the prresence of diissolved ionss in the poree solution, eqquation (3.299)
can
n be rearrang
ged to read
L
L
V0L L
V0L s : s
.
Sm (qm - q )=-(s - s0 ) + C (s - s0 ) + C
V0
V0 4 G L
C

(77.4)

Equatio
on (7.4) impllies that the freezing poiint depressioon is not onlyy a function of
thee pressure in the crystal, but also the stress statess in the liquidd.
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Scherer [15] presented a comprehensive study of crystal growth and the
associated crystallization pressure in porous materials. He stressed that the
crystallization pressure is extensive when crystals grow in small pores. When a spherical
crystal approaches the inner surface of the pore wall, the crystal-pore wall interface
energy will prohibit it from making direct contact with the solid pore surface. It is this
energy incompatibility between the solid wall and ice crystal interface that contributes to
crystallization pressure and extracts liquid into the gap between them. As a result,
crystals can continuously push the pore wall across the thin liquid film and grow. This
liquid film, when a few nanometers thick, can amplify the magnitude of repulsion by
generating hydration forces related to the electrostatic repulsion or ordered layering of
solvent molecules. Big pores, on the other hand, can accommodate this crystal growth
without generating such damaging stress. If the energy mismatch between the pore wall
and the crystal is surmounted, direct contact occurs between the pore wall and the
crystal, and the crystal ceases to grow.
Because of this repulsive force, (often referred to as disjoining pressure [15, 28])
the liquid film exhibits higher pressure than that in the bulk liquid (e.g. the point E in
Figure 32(a)). As a result, this pressure gradient will expel liquid from the gap between
the pore-wall and crystal to the bulk liquid. Since the mobility of this thin film is orders
of magnitude lower than the bulk liquid, the liquid has to respond as a shear resistant
material rather than a Newtonian or Navier-Stokes liquid. The resulting stress
components TijL in the liquid film thus can be presented as (Figure 32(b))
Trr =- p L - p d and Tqq = Tzz =- p L .

(7.5)
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The mean stress, s L , and the deviatoric stress components, sijL , respectively, can
be written as
pd
2
1
s =- p , srrL =- p d , and sqqL = szzL = p d
3
3
3
L

L

(7.6)

As uniform pressure is approximated to exist everywhere in the crystal, the mean
stress in the crystal can be given as

s C =- pC with sijC = 0 .

(7.7)

Substitution of (7.6) and (7.7) in (7.4) gives
d
æ V0L ÷ö L
V0L p d V0L ( p )
C
L
ç
Sm (qm - q )= ( p - p ) + ç1- C ÷÷( p - p0 )- C
+
çè V0 ÷ø
V0 3 V0C 6 G L

2

(7.8)

Thus the repulsive force across the liquid film plays an important role in shifting
the freezing point of pore liquid. Earlier in the derivation of equation (3.29) we
neglected the elastic energy associated with higher order stress terms. Here, however we
cannot do the same as studies showed that the elastic shear modulus of nanoconfined
water can be at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the shear modulus of silicon
(50 GPa) [130]. The third term on the right hand side of (7.8) stimulates crystal growth
whereas the fourth term subdues the freezing point. As a net effect, disjoining pressure
would always promote crystal propagation as long as the condition, 2 G L p d >( p d ) is
2

satisfied.
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Figure 32. Schema
atics of stresss distributiion in liquid
d film due too repulsive
forrce acting within
w
the fillm.
Schererr (1999) corrrelated pd to
o the ratio off the surfacee energy of thhe crystal

g iCL
surrface and thee distance fro
om the centrroid to the suurface, i.e.
, where i denotes thee
ri
ith family of th
he crystal plaanes. This co
orrelation is pertinent forr all polyheddral crystals in
uilibrium. Th
hus, for a cry
ystal growin
ng in a cylinddrical pore, tthe disjoininng pressure, pd
equ
, caan be derived
d as [15, 28]]

pd =

g CL
.
r p -d

(77.9)

Heere, d is the th
hickness of the
t thin layeer of the unfrrozen pore solution betw
ween the
cry
ystal and the pore wall. Fagerlund
F
[131] suggesteed an empiriical relation to roughly
estimate d as a function off temperaturee suppressioon given by

d =19.7 3

æoö
1
in ççA÷÷÷ .
è ø
Dq

(7.110)

Figure 33 comparess liquid saturration, pore liquid pressuure and straiin for two
sceenarios: 1) diisjoining preessure calcullated accordiing to (7.9) aand 2) p d = 0 . Data werre
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otted for the same materiial constituen
nts with threee different ppore solutionn
plo
con
ncentrations,, 0%, 6% an
nd 10% NaCll. It has beenn found that the repulsivve force across
thee liquid film enhances crystal growth
h as explaineed above andd hypothesizzed by Scherrer
[15
5]. Consequeently, an upp
per bound waas obtained ffor both the liquid pressure and straiins
in concrete.
c
Om
mission of diisjoining preessure from tthe liquid-crrystal thermoodynamic
relaation will un
nder predict the expansio
on and the hyydraulic pressure in the porous bodyy.
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Figure 33. Effect of
o disjoining
g pressure oon ice propaagation, porre pressure,
and
d strain. Disjoining preessure favorrs crystal grrowth and increases the magnitud
de
of the
t hydraullic pressure and strain..
7.3
3

Comparrison with liiterature daata

The mo
odel veracity
y is assessed by comparisson with expperimental ddata found inn
thee literature [1
132]. The priimary reason
n for choosinng these part
rticular data iis that the
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authors used poroelasticity to determine deformation of concrete specimens, and
documented the relevant input parameters that are also employed by our analysis. Liquid
saturation data were also presented as function of temperature. We used the same liquid
saturation profile to simulate the results. The resulting simulations are plotted in Figure
34 and Figure 35. Parameters used to plot Figure 34 are 0  0.26, K s  31.8  103 MPa,

 14.5 106C1 and v  0.2 . For Figure 35, 0  0.13, K s  31.8  103 MPa,
 17.7 106C1 and v  0.2 are adopted. It has been found that the model deviates
from the experimental results for the high porosity material (Figure 34) but matches well
with that for the low porosity, fine pore structured specimen (Figure 35). One plausible
reason that the model predictions deviate from the experimental data is that the model is
very sensitive to the liquid saturation and pore characteristics. For both sets of data,
liquid saturation was estimated from the pore size distribution obtained from the
mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) test. MIP falsely estimates macropores by
characterizing them by the size of their largest entry radius [133], and therefore could
cause the discrepancies between the modeled strains and strains obtained from
experimentation. Overall, however, the model predictions herein – which consider the
simultaneous effects of pore solution speciation and disjoining pressure – improve upon
past modeling efforts that do not fully consider such effects.
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Measured (Zeng et al. 2014)

Modeled (Zeng et al. 2014)
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Figure 34. Comparison of the modeled results with the experimental data found in [132]. Material properties
used for simulation are 0  0.26, K s  31.8  103 MPa,  14.5 106C1 and v  0.2 .
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Measured (Zeng et al. 2014)

Modeled (Zeng et al. 2014)
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Figure 35. Comparison of the modeled results with the experimental data found in [132]. Simulation was
performed for 0  0.13, K s  31.8  103 MPa,  17.7 106C1 and v  0.2 .
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7.4
4

Summaary

A simple pore soluttion containiing dissolvedd NaCl is addopted here tto demonstraate
thee effect of dissolved ionss and disjoining pressuree on the poree liquid freezzing and
defformation off porous conccrete. We sh
how that the repulsive, ddisjoining forrce that acts
acrross the thin film betweeen the crystall and pore w
wall favors crrystal growthh, while the
disssolved ions suppress thee freezing po
oint. We alsoo show that, even with thhe suppresseed
freezing tempeeratures, conccrete saturatted with soluution may stiill exhibit exxpansion duee
to high
h
hydraullic pressure build
b
up in the
t pore netw
work. The m
magnitude off the maximuum
porre pressure and
a the resullting expansiion depends on the conccrete constituuent propertiies,
porre characteriistics, solute concentratio
on, and the llowest tempeerature to whhich concrette
is exposed.
e
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8

CONCLUSIONS

Concrete, due to its widespread availability, casting simplicity, and economy, is
the most used construction material in the world. Because of its very diverse
constituents, concrete responses to environmental stimuli are also very versatile. As a
result, when concrete is cooled from room temperature to cryogenic temperatures,
depending on the constituent properties and environmental exposure, different forms of
deformation and damage can be manifested. Testing of concrete responses to freezing
temperatures is expensive, time consuming, and requires rigorous maintenance. A model
capable of simulating stresses and strains in concrete cooled to freezing temperatures,
that can incorporate concrete constituent properties and pore solution characteristics to
mimic the experimental findings, is attractive. Thus, poroealsticity is utilized to model
concrete for two purposes: 1) concrete pavement exposed to freezing and thawing
actions and 2) concrete used for building containment tanks for storing cryogenic liquids
such as LNG. Furthermore, the solid-liquid thermodynamic equation has been developed
to incorporate the effect of pore solution speciation and disjoining pressure on the pore
liquid freezing and the subsequent deformation of freezing concrete. Sensitivity analysis
has been performed to identify the key constituents and factors that affect the magnitude
of the damage initiating tensile stresses and strain induced in concrete by freezing
actions. The most important conclusions derived from this study can be categorized into
the following divisions:


Identifying deleterious aggregates susceptible to frost damage
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Determ
mining optimu
um air void spacing speccific to a conncrete mixtuure design annd
environ
nmental expo
osure



Analyzing the effecct of pore solution speciaation and liqquid confinem
ment on the
solid-liq
quid phase transition



Evaluatting concretee compatibillity for the coonstruction of LNG tannks

8.1

Identifying deleteriouss aggregatess susceptiblee to frost daamage

A porom
mechanical model
m
was developed
d
thhat can prediict stress andd strain
disstributions (aand thus osteensibly damaage likelihoood) in concreete incorporaating
agg
gregates with
h undesirablle combinations of geom
metry and connstitutive prooperties whiile
thee concrete is cooled below freezing. Based
B
on thee results of tthe model sim
mulations, thhe
mo
ost importantt findings off this study are:
a



High-po
orosity, low--permeabilitty aggregatess with fine ppore structurre are the moost
vulneraable to D-craacking in con
ncrete. High tensile stresss is generateed in the
aggregaate near the aggregate-m
a
matrix interfaace and madee more severre by overpressurization caused by the Mandel-Cryerr effect.



High-po
orosity, high
h-permeabiliity (e.g., lighhtweight) agggregates are beneficial ffor
reducin
ng tensile streess in freezin
ng concrete..



A high--porosity, low
w-permeabillity matrix w
with fine porre structure m
may reduce
concrette resistance to freezing temperatures
t
s by increasiing the strainn differentiaal
and resu
ulting tangen
ntial stress at
a the aggreggate-matrix bboundary.
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Reduction in aggregate size was found to be effective in quickly relaxing the
tensile tangential stress, which would likely reduce the probability of D-cracking
of concrete under freezing temperatures.



Although air-entrainment reduces concrete expansion upon cooling, excessive
thermal contraction of the matrix compared to the aggregate may generate tensile
stress in the matrix, and create cracks over successive freeze-thaw cycles.



Difference between CTEs of coarse aggregate and matrix in which they are
embedded should not be too high since it may cause tensile stress at the
aggregate boundary or ITZ.



Increase in cooling rate likely leads to increased cracking propensity through the
reduction in time available to relax pore pressure buildup and the related
tangential stresses in the aggregate and matrix.
The model developed in this work predicts the transient stress and strain fields

within concrete containing substandard aggregates exposed to freezing conditions. All
the aforementioned results confirm with experimental findings previously done in this
area. Such affirmation of the simulated results gives confidence to the model, and hence
this model can be used as a tool to provide optimum concrete mixture design facilitating
the use of substandard aggregates that would otherwise be deemed as waste materials. It
is expected that consideration of the model results will help with selecting appropriate
materials, which in turn will improve the durability of concrete infrastructure. The model
is appropriate for saturated air-entrained and non-air-entrained concrete, and therefore
may over predict the stress in real concrete infrastructure because concrete is seldom in
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T model lik
kewise doess not accountt for viscoelaastic
fully saturated condition. The
relaaxation, whiich would reeduce the streesses from thhat predictedd by the moddel. On the
oth
her hand, it was
w shown th
hat the reducction in perm
meability witth temperatuure owing to
icee blocking po
ores results in
i higher streesses and higgher rate of stress increaase. As this
efffect was not accounted fo
or in the sensitivity analyysis, the actuual peak streesses may bee
greeater than tho
ose predicted
d by the mod
del. It is alsoo expected thhat the pore blocking duue
to ice
i penetratiion may be offset
o
by miccrocracking iinitiated by tthe successivve freeze thaaw
cyccles, and therefore may lead
l
to much
h more compplicated perm
meability funnctions than
thee existing sim
mplistic mod
dels. In orderr to accurateely predict thhe change in permeabilityy
duee to pore blo
ocking and microcrackin
m
ng, better moodels relatingg effective pore size
disstribution and
d microcrack
king induced
d macroporees to intrinsicc permeabiliity must firstt
be developed.

8..2

Determ
mining optim
mum air void spacing sp
pecific to a concrete miixture desiggn
nvironmenttal exposuree
and en
Most prrevious reseaarch dealing
g with the froost damage oof concrete ppavements

stu
udied the rolee of air void parameters in protectingg the cementt paste or moortar matrix
wh
hile neglectin
ng the conjoiint effects off the aggregaate and morttar characterristics, rate oof
coo
oling and thee minimum temperature
t
reached on tthe damage propensity. A
porromechanicaal model is used
u
to demo
onstrate the ssignificance of concrete constituent
pro
operties and climate cond
ditions on th
he requiremeent of the airr void spacinng factor for
con
ncrete expossed to freezin
ng temperatu
ures. The folllowing concclusions are drawn from
m
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the model-predicted pore liquid pressure, stress, and strain distributions of the various
mixture designs evaluated:


Requirement of maximum spacing factor depends on the concrete constituent
properties, rate of cooling, and the minimum temperature reached and thus is
specific to a specific concrete mixture design and the climatic region to which
concrete pavement is exposed. This maximum spacing value can range from a
fraction of a millimeter to several millimeters depending on the mixture design
and environmental exposure.



Reduction in the interconnected porosity by reducing volume fraction of coarse
pores of mortar achieved with low w/c or addition of SCMs may increase the
maximum spacing factor requirement. However, too much SCM may hamper the
concrete durability by reducing the pore sizes drastically, yielding high
crystallization pressure.



Concrete containing high-porosity, high-permeability aggregates (typical of
lightweight aggregates) may perform satisfactorily with or without entrained air
for low amplitude freeze-thaw cycles, which is typical of Texas weather. Such
concrete, if exposed to harsh winters with very low temperatures (for instance, if
used for paving highways in Minnesota) requires entrained air with the lowest
maximum spacing factor to reduce the tensile tangential stress developed in the
aggregate center.
The model utilized here takes into account the concrete constituent properties, air

void spacing factor, the lowest temperature to which pavement is exposed, and cooling
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d
initiiating tensilee stresses in concrete durring freezingg. Hence, thee
ratee to predict damage
mo
odel can speccify the optim
mum air void spacing faactor for any given concrrete mixture
dessign dependiing on the geeographic location of thee constructioon site. It is aapparent thaat
usee of this mod
del in buildin
ng durable pavement willl help practiitioners conttrol multiplee
facctors includin
ng selection and proportion of concrrete mixture componentss instead of
reg
gulating one single param
meter, the airr content. Sinnce this moddel does not account for
thee time dependent behavio
or of materiaals, specificaally the effecct of ice bloccking and
dam
mage accretiion on permeeability, the model may under/over ppredict the ppeak value off
tan
ngential stressses without altering the projection trrend. We assume that m
modeled resullts
rep
present the fu
ully reacted concrete miccrostructure such that evvolution of ppore propertiies
(po
ore size and permeability
p
y) and air vo
oid system paarameters wiith age due tto the
hyd
dration and pozzolanic
p
reactions
r
can
n be reasonabbly ignored. The model also
hyp
pothesizes th
hat there is minimal
m
effect of chemiccal, autogenoous, and dryying shrinkagge
on the shrinkin
ng of spacing
g factor to maintain
m
its siimplistic natture. Despitee the inherennt
lim
mitations and
d assumption
ns of the mod
delling approoach, we bellieve, if the m
model utilizeed
in this
t work weere implemeented as a design tool, cooncrete couldd be designeed more
damage prottection, thuss improving concrete susstainability bby
effficiently for freeze/thaw
f
red
duced cemen
nt usage, adm
mixture usag
ge, and enhannced durabillity.

8.3
3

Analyzin
ng the effecct of pore solution speciiation and liiquid confin
nement on tthe
solid-lliquid phasee transition
n
The sollid-liquid theermodynamiic equilibrium
m relationshhip has been redevelopedd

to include
i
the energy
e
term associated with
w pore fluuid shear streesses capablee of
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developing in the nanoconfined liquid that separates ice crystals from the pore walls in
freezing, porous media. Furthermore, the effect of the pore solution speciation on pore
water chemical potential was simultaneously considered. The following conclusions are
drawn from the model simulations and analysis:


The presence of dissolved species suppresses the freezing temperature of the pore
solution. The higher the concentration of the solute, the greater the suppression
of the freezing point.



The magnitude of the damage-inducing pore pressure and expansion depends on
the salt concentration, material properties, pore characteristics, and the minimum
temperature attained. Depending on the lowest temperature and pore
characteristics, an optimum salt concentration can be attained that can cause the
most damaging strain.



We have shown that, thermodynamically, it is favorable for disjoining pressure to
promote ice propagation. An upper bound was obtained for liquid pressure and
strain in a freezing porous body.



Poroelasticity can demonstrate why the destructive expansion and hydraulic pore
pressure develop in concrete even when the freezing point is suppressed by the
dissolved ions. This expansion is due to the fact that when ice forms, more
solvent is removed from the solution causing an increase in the solute
concentration which in turn enhances density differences between the pore
solution and the pure ice crystals.
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Accuracy of the sim
mulated results is highly dependent oon the accuraate
measurement of thee properties, e.g. liquid ssaturation, poore size distrribution, moolar
propertied of the po
ore solution and crystals .

8.4

Eva
aluating con
ncrete compatibility forr the constru
uction of LNG tanks

The theeory of partiaally saturated
d concrete iss proposed too elucidate ddeformation,,
n concrete wh
hose internaal walls are ppressurized bby vapor,
streess, and poree pressure in
waater, and ice crystals
c
simu
ultaneously. In addition,, the theory oof saturated freezing
con
ncrete presen
nted by Coussy [1] is app
plied to simuulate the efffect of compllete saturatioon
durring cooling to cryogenic temperaturres. A therm
mo-poro-elasttic model coomprising
eneergy balancee, mass balan
nce, and lineear momentuum balance hhas been presented for a
freezing porous media. As an example solution schheme, approppriate bounddary conditioons
perrtaining to a concrete con
ntainment taank serving aas primary ccontainment to LNG are
app
plied to dem
monstrate tem
mperature graadient, liquidd saturation, pore pressuure, stress, annd
straain distributiion associateed with cryo
ogenic tempeeratures. Froom the analyssis, it has beeen
rev
vealed that



High hy
ydraulic presssure can be developed iin the concreete wall if noon-airentraineed concrete is
i used. Thiss high pressuure suppresses in-pore crrystallizationn
and cau
uses expansio
on making concrete
c
vulnnerable to coompressive ffailure. The
magnitu
ude of the hy
ydraulic poree pressure deepends on thhe pore propperties such aas
porosity
y, permeabillity, and poree size distribbution.
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Air-entrainment can relieve the hydraulic pore pressure caused by the volume
expansion of the pore liquid during phase transition. Consequently, air-entrained
concrete contracts with a continuous drop in temperature.



Air-entrained concrete ultimately shows less contraction than the high-porosity,
non-air-entrained concrete, and thus exhibits less stress than the high-porosity,
non-air-entrained concrete.



High cooling rate can escalate pore pressure build up by reducing time for the
expelled water to escape from the freezing site increasing expansion and the
subsequent compressive stress in the direction transverse to the wall thickness.



Reducing moisture content by drying helps alleviate the pore pressure, but may
not prove as efficient as the air-entrained concrete.
It is believed that the proposed model can be applied to tailor concrete mixture

design towards successful construction of primary concrete LNG containment wall with
minimal deformation and crack initiating internal stresses. Simulated results imply that
air-entrainment can favorably be used to mitigate compressive failure by relieving the
high pore pressure exerted by the high porosity concrete along with high cooling rate.
Likewise, low porosity concrete that can be attained by adopting low water cement ratio,
adding supplementary cementitious materials, and/or using low porosity aggregate (such
as trap rock), can also prove beneficial in reducing the ultimate movement of the primary
containment wall upon cryogenic cooling.
While the modeled strain results obtained from this study are in qualitative
agreement with the experimental data published in the literature, experimental validation
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must be carried out to investigate the effect of excess pressure in the supercooled liquid
film that wraps around the solid crystals on the deformation of porous solid, especially
when cooled to cryogenic temperatures. The effect of microcracking on permeability and
viscoelastic stress relaxation should also be incorporated to accurately predict tensile
stresses developed at very low temperatures. Other limitations associated with this
model include use of constant material properties and highly simplified energy balance
equation for heat transfer. This model can be further improved to include the presence of
dissolved salts in pore liquid and its effect on the concrete deformation subjected to
cryogenic cooling. Furthermore, if the temperature was dropped below

200°C ,

change in air pressure (assumed atmospheric in this study) due to the liquefaction of
nitrogen gas present in the air would need to be considered in the analysis. This theory
does not account for the effect of the air bubble size on the deformation of air-entrained
concrete and assumes that the air bubbles can accommodate indefinite growth of crystal.
However, this limitation can be reasonably overlooked [42], as the air void spacing is
established to be the most important air void system parameter [2, 7] regarding the frost
resistance of concrete.
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APPENDIX A

Coefficients A, C, U, V, W, X, and Z are given by
A = Z ( M a - L ( K a + b a b a -C M a -C b a ) r C + M a -C ( K a + b a b a - L M a - L b a ) r L ) ,

(A1)

C = Z ( M p - L ( K p + b p b p -C M p - C b p ) r C + M p -C ( K p + b p b p - L M p - L b p ) r L ) ,

(A2)

U=

2K a Ri 3 (3b a + 2 a ) c p
Z

V =-

(A3)

2( K a + 2 K p c p )( Ri 3 - Ro3 ) v p

W =-

X=

,

Z
2K p ( Ri 3 - Ro3 ) p (1+ 2c p )
Z

,

(A4)

,

(A5)

2 (3K p ( Ri 3 - Ro3 ) b a c p + K a a ( Ro3 + 2 Ri 3c p ))
Z

,

(A6)

and
Z = K a Ro 3 + 2 (( K a - K p ) Ri 3 + K p Ro 3 ) c p ,

(A7)

where



1 v
,
3 1  

(A8)



1  2
,
1 

(A9)

1  2
.
1 

(A10)

and
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APPENDIX B

Thermodynamics of partially saturated freezing concrete

The theory presented here is an application of the model proposed by Coussy
[76] for isothermal drying induced crystallization, allowing for the thermal expansion
induced by the temperature change. Let us consider a porous material whose pore space
is occupied by three phases: a gas referred to by index J = G, a liquid referred to by
index J = L, and a solid crystal referred to by index J = C. If

dV0

an infinitesimal representative element from the porous solid,

0 and  are the initial

is the initial volume of

and current porosity, respectively, the reference porous volume of the element is given
by

0 dV0 and the current porous volume is  dV0 . The porous solid and any of its

J
phases are capable of exhibiting infinitesimal deformation gradients. Furthermore,  if

the current volume occupied by the phase J , the current overall porosity,  can be
written as

  C  G  L

(B1)

If the current number of moles of phase J per unit initial volume is N J ,
temperature T, the current molar entropy is s J , and the current molar chemical potential

 J , the Gibbs-Duhem equality for each phase J can be written in the form
 J dp J  N J s J dT  N J d J  0

(B2)

such that
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 G dp G  N a s a d  n a d a  N v s v d  N v d v ,
 C dp C  N C s C d  N C d C , and

(B3)

 L dp L  N L s L d  N L d L .
When no dissipation occurs, the first and second laws of thermodynamics
combine to provide a Clausius-Duhem equality (for equilibrium) for a poroelastic
material as given by
Tij d ij   C dN C   a dN a   v dN v   L dN L   M d  dF  0,

(B4)

where  ij is the current overall stress components,  ij is the current overall strain
component, m is the entropy of the open element per unit of its initial volume, and F
is the overall Helmholtz free energy. Superscripts a and v represent air and vapor,
respectively.
Let Fsk and  sk be the Helmholtz free energy and entropy per unit initial
volume of the skeleton. The term skeleton includes interfaces between the solid matrix
and the phases present in the pore network, and excludes the bulk phases in the pores.
Due to the additive characteristics of free energy, Fsk and  sk can be written as
 sk    N C s C  N a s a  N v s v  N L s L and

Fsk  F   N C s C   C p C  N v s v  N a s a   G p G  N L s L   L p L  .

(B5)

With the help of (B5), (B4) gives us the free energy balance related to the
poroelastic skeleton as
Tij d ij  p C d C  p G d G  p L d L   sk d  dFsk  0 .

Therefore, the unsaturated poroelastic state equations can be written as
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(B6)

Fsk  Fsk   ij ,  J ,  ,
Tij 

Fsk
,
 ij

(B7)

Fsk
, and
 J
F
 sk   sk .

pJ 

Change in partial porosities  J results from the change in saturation, S J and
skeletal deformation,  J resulting from the action of pressure on phases, p J . Therefore,

 J can be given in the form
 J  0 S J   J

(B8)

with the constraint

S C  S G  S L 1 .

(B9)

Therefore, the current overall porosity is

  0   C   G   L .

(B10)

State equations (B7) account for both the energy required for skeletal
deformation and energy required to create new interfaces. Using (B8) with (B7), these
two energy variables are separated as
Fsk   ij ,  J ,    sk   ij ,  J , S C , S G ,   .

(B11)

Substituting (B8) and (B11) into (B6) and applying the constraint (B9), we find

Tij d ij  pC d C  pG d G  p L d L 

0  pC  p L  dS C  0  pG  p L  dS G   sk d  d sk  0
which leads to the following- equations
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,

(B12)

Tij 

 sk
,
 ij

pJ 

 sk
,
 J

 sk
,
S C

0  p G  p L   Gsk , and
S
 sk
.
 sk  


0  p C  p L  

(B13)

Fsk can be divided into two parts: elastic free energy, W of the porous solid
excluding the interfaces, and the interface energy, U per unit of initial porous volume

0 dV0 . Assuming that U does not significantly vary with the skeletal deformation for
constant saturation SJ, we find
 sk  p0   W   ij ,  J , S C , S G ,    0 U  S C , S G  .

(B14)

Substituting (B14) into state equations (B13), we obtain
Tij 

W
,
 ij

W
,
 J
W
U
0  p C  p L   C  0 C ,
S
S
W
U
0  p G  p L   G  0 G , and
S
S
W
.
 sk  

p J  p0 

(B15)

Introducing the Legendre-Frenchel transform W of W with respect to  J such
*

that
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W*  W 

 p

J

J  C ,G , L

 p0   J

(B16)

results in
W *
,
Tij 
 ij

J 

W *
, and
  p J  p0 

 sk  

W *
.


(B17)

Equations (B17) are the generalized state equations of unsaturated
thermoporoelasticity. For a linear, isotropic thermoporoelastic material
2G 

Tij   K 
  kk  ij  2 G  ij  3 s K    0   ij
3 

b

C

p

C

 p0   ij  b

L

p

L

 p0   ij  b

G

p

G

 p0   ij

(B18)

and

 C  bC  kk 

p C  p0
p G  p0 p L  p0


 3  C    0  ,
N CC
N CG
NCL

p C  p0
p G  p0
p L  p0


 3  G    0  , and
  b  kk 
N GC
N GG
NGL
G

G

 L  b L  kk 

(B19)

p C  p0
p G  p0
p L  p0


 3 L    0  .
N LC
N LG
N LL

Here,  J is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the pore volume occupied by
the phase J , and NJK is the generalized Biot coupling moduli, with N JK  N KJ owing
to the Maxwell’s symmetry relations, such that,

1 b J  0 S J

and

Ks
K C ,G , L N JK

(B20)
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b  bC  bG  b L  1 

K
.
Ks

(B21)

Here a link between the macroscopic and the microscopic properties needs to be
established to determine b J separately. This link can be set based on the microporomechanics considerations presented by [134], and applied by [76]. As at any stage
of the freezing process, the gaseous phase and the ice crystals occupy the largest pores,
and the remaining smaller pores are still filled up by the liquid water, the crystal and gas
filled pores can presumably act roughly the same as if they were enclosed in a porous
body whose pore network was only constituted of liquid filled pores. Accordingly,
bC  bG  1 

K
,
K s

(B22)

where K  is the bulk modulus of the newly defined porous body such that,

K s 

4 Gs K s 1  0 
.
30 K s  4 Gs

(B23)

The matrix bulk and shear moduli, K s and Gs are intrinsic properties and do not
depend on the properties of the pore network. The porosity 0 of this porous solid is
given by

0 

0 S L

1  0  S C  S G 

.

(B24)

Similarly, since the largest pores are occupied by the gas only, and the remaining
smaller pores are filled with ice crystals and liquid water, it is therefore reasonable to
assume that the wet air filled pores are embedded in a porous matrix whose porous
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volume includes both the liquid filled pores and the ice filled pores. Accordingly,
analogous to (B22) to (B24),
bG 1 

K
,
K s

(B25)

where

K s 

4 Gs K s 1  0
30 K s  4 Gs

(B26)

and

0 

0  S C  S L 
1  0 S G

.

(B27)
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